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Wolfgang Wodarg | Full Interview | Planet Lockdown

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, an internal medicine doctor and former head of health at the Council of

Europe, spoke with Planet Lockdown on the fundamental corruption at the World Health

Organization and how it contributed to manufacturing a “test pandemic.”

The seeds were sown more than a decade ago during the 2009 H1N1 (swine Lu) pandemic. In

2010, Wodarg accused pharmaceutical companies of inLuencing WHO’s pandemic declaration,

calling swine Lu a “false pandemic” that was driven by Big Pharma, which cashed in on the health

scare.

According to Wodarg, the swine Lu pandemic was “one of the greatest medicine scandals of the

century.”  As noted by Planet Lockdown, Wodarg, then a member of the German Parliament, “knew

something wasn't right when 800 cases in Mexico was declared a pandemic”:

“He dug into the issue and discovered a hornet’s nest of lies and corruption inside the WHO.

He 9oored a bill called Fake Pandemic and did much to de9ate that fake scare at the time,

to the consternation of the corrupt functionaries of these institutions.”

With a De5nition Change, WHO Could Create Pandemic Anytime

Secret agreements were made between Germany, Great Britain, Italy and France with the

pharmaceutical industry before the H1N1 pandemic began, which stated that they would purchase

H1N1 Lu vaccinations — but only if a pandemic level 6 was declared by WHO.

Six weeks before the pandemic was declared, no one at WHO was worried about the virus, but the

media was nonetheless exaggerating the dangers.  Then, in the month leading up to the 2009 H1N1

pandemic, WHO changed the o\cial de]nition of pandemic, removing the severity and high

mortality criteria and leaving the de]nition of a pandemic as "a worldwide epidemic of a disease."

This switch in de]nition allowed WHO to declare swine Lu a pandemic after only 144 people had

died from the infection worldwide.  While the swine Lu scare was eventually deLated, this wasn’t so

with COVID-19, even though the real signs of a pandemic are absent. As Wodarg explained, it used

to be that a pandemic was associated with widespread severe illness and death, but that’s no

longer the case:

“There was an explanation of what a pandemic is and it always was going with many, many

people dying from infections. Many severe diseases, hospitals being overcrowded. It was

such a catastrophe … and everyone in the street would notice that there is a pandemic

because the neighbors would get ill, the people at work would get ill. In the bus, you would

see people coughing.

In a pandemic … it’s something each of us would experience. This was a pandemic. And

WHO changed it.”

By removing the severity and high mortality criteria, WHO could make a pandemic whenever they

wanted. “The pandemic is just a picture spread by the media, making us afraid. But what the people

experience is not what we used to understand when we used the word epidemic or pandemic,” he

said.  Now, the word pandemic has to do with fear, not illnesses. “It’s a brand for fear.”

COVID-19 Is a ‘Test’ Pandemic

If there hasn’t been a true pandemic, in the old de]nition of the word, then how are the media and

government getting all of these high case numbers for COVID-19? This is due to the PCR test.

“It was accepted by WHO, and they said when the test is positive, we have a case of COVID-19. And

this is how they started counting the cases,” Wodarg said. “What they counted was the activity of

testing. And the more they tested, the more cases they found.”

Positive reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests are not designed to be

used as a diagnostic tool as they cannot distinguish between inactive (noninfectious) viruses and

"live" or reproductive ones.

Inactive and reproductive viruses are not interchangeable in terms of infectivity. If you have a

nonreproductive virus in your body, you will not get sick from it and you cannot spread it to others.

Further, many if not most laboratories amplify the RNA collected far too many times, which results

in healthy people testing "positive.”

The higher the cycle threshold (CT) — i.e., the number of ampli]cation cycles used to detect RNA

particles — the greater the chance of a false positive. While any CT over 35 is deemed scienti]cally

unjusti]able,  the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention recommended running PCR tests at a CT of 40.

A test known as the Corman-Drosten paper and tests recommended by the World Health

Organization were set to 45 cycles.  When labs use these excessive cycle thresholds, you end

up with a grossly overestimated number of positive tests, so what we're really dealing with is a

"casedemic"  — an epidemic of false positives.

Wodarg says COVID-19 “was a ‘test’ pandemic. It was not a virus pandemic,”  because PCR tests

may give a positive result when it detects coronaviruses that have been around for 20 years. He

explained:

“The SARS viruses, they are very long RNA viruses. There are 30,000 letters in this genetic

information. The PCR test only takes a very small part of them, or two parts of them. So

two words out of a whole book … before you start testing, you can already estimate how

often this test will be positive. If you take a sequence which is in many varieties of viruses,

you will have many positive tests.”

The PCR test only tests for certain sequences of the RNA. It gives a positive result when it only

]nds a small fragment; it doesn’t need the whole virus. If the virus was there weeks ago or you have

a touch of the virus present, but no infection, it can still test positive and add another COVID-19

“case,” even though you’re not actually sick.

COVID-19 Shot ConJicts of Interest Putting Lives at Risk

The mass COVID-19 shot campaign is riddled with conLicts of interest at a fundamental level, and

these conLicts are putting people’s lives at risk by putting vaccine production ahead of disease

prevention. As Wodarg noted, if you want to earn money producing vaccines, you need new markets

in which to use them, and new diseases so you can sell your vaccine.

“This is a very serious matter,” he said, which has nothing to do with health or hygiene — “it has to

do with criminology”:

“When they want to sell their vaccines, they need people who are ill so they can make

clinical studies. So when there is an outbreak, and they want to make clinical studies with

their vaccine to protect people against this disease just breaking out … there is a con9ict of

interest.

If you have normal ways to stop the infection, with hygiene, with distancing, with isolating,

with consulting with people, giving advice how to behave … if you stop the disease quickly,

you’re not able to have enough cases for your study.”

So we have a “pandemic” that’s based on a test that doesn’t prove infection, but what it did do was

make people afraid. And that fear was the basis for saying we need a vaccine. The shots, however,

aren’t effective.

In November 2020, P]zer, in a joint venture with Germany-based BioNTech, announced that their

mRNA-based injection was “more than 90% effective” in a Phase 3 trial.  This does not mean that

90% of people who get injected will be protected from COVID-19, however, as it’s based on relative

risk reduction (RRR).

The absolute risk reduction (ARR) for the jab is less than 1%. “Although the RRR considers only

participants who could bene]t from the jab, the absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the

difference between attack rates with and without a jab, considers the whole population. ARRs tend

to be ignored because they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs,” researchers wrote

in The Lancet Microbe in April 2021.

Nonetheless, the jabs received emergency use authorization, which has paved the way for vaccine

mandates and other assaults to your freedom and health.

Will Vaxxed People End Up Sicker?

The lack of effectiveness is one key reason why Wodarg believes most people do not need a

COVID-19 jab. The other reasons include serious risks of adverse events from these experimental

jabs, and the fact that, Wodarg says, cross-immunity exists due to multiple previous exposures to

other coronaviruses in most people.  “The genetically produced so-called vaccines are not

necessary, because we have immunity.”

As he stated, your immune system is well-equipped to protect you, and new viral exposures each

year help to keep this complex system updated. Risk increases when you avoid regular viral

exposures to keep your immune system ready:

“Those new ones that come, this is some work for your immune system to get an update,

but it doesn’t make most people very sick, only in a few, rare cases.

When we are not trained, or we didn’t have contact with viruses for a very long time,

because we were isolated somewhere alone, not having our grandchildren on our knees,

not experiencing any training — it’s the same when you are out of training and you suddenly

have to climb a high mountain. Maybe your heart goes into failure and you die — maybe you

die when you have contact with something your immune system has forgotten.”

The spike protein that the shots stimulate your cells to produce is also deeply concerning, since it’s

toxic:

“Vaccines are made to stimulate our cells, we don’t know which cells, or where the injection

goes, but those cells that get contact with the vaccine, they produce spike proteins, which

are very toxic. Normally, those spike proteins don’t come into the blood, this is why we don’t

get seriously ill from coronaviruses. When you inject them, you bypass the natural

immunity.”

This is a likely reason why there are so many side effects associated with the shots, as injecting

these spike proteins is unnatural and very dangerous. It’s since been revealed that the spike protein

on its own is enough to cause inLammation and damage to the vascular system, even independent

of a virus.

Further, Wodarg says, once your body has been injected with the spike protein, it may have an

overreactive response the next time it comes in contact with a typical coronavirus, potentially

leading to a dangerous cytokine storm.

When counting COVID-19 cases this winter, Wodarg believes it is important to ask whether the

person received a COVID-19 shot or not. “I am quite sure,” he said, “that those people vaccinated

will be the severe cases and that those who are not vaccinated will just experience a normal Lu.”

What’s more, once you’re vaccinated, they have all your data — the batch of the shot, the date and

time. So, you’re essentially part of a clinical trial that you’ve never agreed to, and there’s no

transparency about the risks involved. Wodarg believes that the pandemic “emergency” is being

prolonged from month to month because it helps their injection studies, even as there are massive

conLicts of interest involved.

If you listen to the media, you’ll be brainwashed that the jab is necessary, but don’t fall for the hype,

including that getting the shot will earn you your freedom back. Wodarg said:

“You won’t be free to travel. You will be controlled nevertheless, because the next virus

already comes, the next jab is waiting. They want to perpetuate this game with us, with

vaccines and with vaccine passports. It’s just the perfect control by this market and it has

nothing to do with health. So we have to stop it.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,176 ratings

ORDER NOW
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truthcomestolight.com/]nally-medical-proof-the-covid-jab-is-murder/   Finally! Medical Proof the Covid Jab is “Murder.”  Dr. Vernon

Coleman I think Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg is a friend of Dr. Reiner Fuellmich.  But I haven't heard anymore news about Reiner and Vivian

running for local election in Germany.
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Vernon Coleman is a visionary.
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Thanks Retsbew, genetic "vaccines" are being shown to be planned genocide. As Doctors for Covid Ethics already put it:

“Gene-based“ vaccines ”are killing people. Governments around the world lie to you, the people, to the populations they are

supposed to serve. "  "There are serious concerns, that the approval of the COVID-19 vaccines by the EMA was premature and

reckless, and that the administration of the vaccines constituted and continues to constitute 'human experimentation', which

violated and continues to violate the Nuremberg Code" .

doctors4covidethics.medium.com/urgent-open-letter-from-doctors-and-sci..  

“We want the Government to commit to not rolling out any e-vaccination status/immunity passport to the British public. Such

passports could be used to restrict the rights of people who have refused a Covid-19 vaccine, which would be unacceptable.”

petition.parliament.uk/.../569957   STOP THE COVID HOLOCAUST! OPEN LETTER. We call upon you to stop this ungodly

medical experiment on humankind immediately “The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.

This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise

free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form

of constraint or coercion; and should have su\cient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter

involved as to enable him to  make an understanding and enlightened decision.”. The 22 terrible side effects already listed in the

FDA emergency use authorization were not disclosed to the subjects of the experimental trial. We list those below to the bene]t

of the world public. www.globalresearch.ca/stop-the-covid-holocaust-open-letter/5755902  (September 26, 2021)
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Chills!  This line:  We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inLammation on the endothelium and T cell in]ltration

of cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy and other vascular events

following vaccination.’ That’s it. That’s the death bell for the covid-19 mRNA jabs. The endothelium is a layer of cells lining blood

vessels and lymphatic vessels. T cells are a type of white cell. I watched a Canadian doctor talking about the jab causing fewer

and fewer white blood cells (the soldiers inside the body that ]ght infection) and hadn't heard boo about it since.... She said you
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The WHO Is an Institution of Corruption
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Fundamental corruption at the World Health Organization (WHO) contributed to manufacturing a “test pandemic”&

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, former head of health at the Council of Europe, explains that a pandemic used to be associated with widespread severe illness

and death, but by changing the de]nition, removing the severity and high mortality criteria, WHO can now make a pandemic whenever it wants

&

COVID-19 was a “test” pandemic, not a virus pandemic, because PCR tests may give a positive result when it detects fragments of coronaviruses

that have been around for 20 years, a fragment of virus too small to make you ill or a fragment of COVID-19 that was there weeks ago

&

The mass COVID-19 shot campaign is riddled with conLicts of interest at a fundamental level, and these conLicts are putting people’s lives at risk by

putting vaccine production ahead of disease prevention

&

As Wodarg noted, if you want to earn money producing vaccines, you need new markets in which to use them, and new diseases so you can sell your

vaccine
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lose with each jab and the booster is the ]nal knockout?  Or you're at 75% loss at that point -  Anyways - Excellent article!  Thank

you!!!
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I have tracked down the abstract in question from the Journal ‘Circulation’. It is by Steven Gundry, cardiologist and author of the

‘Plant Paradox’.  You may not agree with everything Gundry says in this video but he makes some good points.

https://youtu.be/gSKY4Oz9IXQ  ~ www.ahajournals.org/action/doSearch?AllField=mRNA+covid+&publicati..
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The source: "We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inLammation on the endothelium and T cell in]ltration of

cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events

following vaccination." www.ahajournals.org/.../circ.144.suppl_1.10712
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Each day that this insanity is allowed to continue; humanity sinks further into oblivion! Mental illness is increasing exponentially

- globally!
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Retsbew ,thank you for that important article by Dr Vernon Coleman. The statement of the study is very signi]cant, I believe this

should be circulated widely along with Dr Mercola's excellent article above (thank you Dr Mercola!) and also, the footage below.

 WARNING: I have Positively Never, Never, Never Seen Anything So Chilling as This! Whew. If this ]lm is not proof of murder by

the jab and at minimum of serious medical maiming/torture of side effect victims, then nothing is!

It shows hospital nurses speaking out about the inLux of Vaccinated, Not Unvaccinated People to the hospitals with ghastly and

deadly symptoms post vaccine. This needs to be distributed widely, if this does not wake people up, then positively nothing will!!

odysee.com/@neverlosetruth:0/What-MSM-Will-NOT-Report---Pandemic-Of-Th..  

And below, Dr Sherry Tenpenny wrote about vaccinated monkeys dying with blood and pus in their lungs due to immune

over-activation guess when? When exposed to the live coronavirus! Wowee some "Safe and effective" vaccine, more proof of

murder! The manufacturer went so far as to truncate this detail from the clinical data, wrote Dr Tenpenny, so the outcome looks

nice and they just turn a blind eye to the horri]c murder of these poor creatures...and so does the FDA, CDC, WHO, and the

media, while FALSELY AND MISLEADINGLY CLAIMING how "Safe and Effective" their "vaccines" are!

vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2

It's time to sue the media, which is responsible for SPREADING MISINFORMATION AND DISINFORMATION about the alleged

"Safety" of these inadequately tested, crafted and moulded "vaccines" and their studies! And TERRORIZING THE GLOBE based

on FALSIFIED PCR tests, while making FALSE AND MISLEADING CLAIMS AND AIDING AND ABETTING MURDER, THE

CRASHING ECONOMY + THE RISE OF DICTATORSHIP! Stand ]rm in the law, invoke it with boundaries ]rmly held, accept No

Nonsense!
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Reiner ran for his party,  but sadly they didn’t even make the 5%. People just don’t want to hear the truth. It’s out there, but one

has to do some digging. Sadly it is so much easier to just turn on your TV and have ARD and ZDF tell you what to think and have

politicians tell the people of Germany that the unvaxxed have to be brought to the “]nal solution”. What in the world is that

supposed to mean? What year do we have? 1933?
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malena519 - Yes, sad when talking heads on tv garner more credibility than one's own common sense.  

Worse, as Bill Gates is well-aware, at least 2 generations of kids have been raised on vaccines and ipads, following commands

and orders, to run their computers and smart devices and for playing games online. How does this teach anything BUT following

strict orders on how to operate??  

There is no way to eradicate the virus. Civilizations for centuries have known any virus needs to run its course. Yet the Lockstep

Conspiracy Group is doing everything possible to keep that from occurring, "lock'em down, shoot 'em up"...all directives are

backwards and upside down! LOOK closely at Sweden, the drastic difference by not trying to wage war on the virus; and their

subsequent results: their schools never closed. This should be in everyone's face, but the mainstream media contingent...keeps

lying and more lying, politicians are playing along with false narrative.
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We never needed medical proof that the jabs are murder.  We've known for a long time that the same research used to create

the jabs is the same research used to create bioweapons.  That's what gain-of-function research is - creating biological entities

that are more infectious and lethal than their more benign natural counterparts.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-1  ~ 

secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-2

 ~ secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-3
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Patterns of Deployment of Toxic Covid Batches

www.bitchute.com/video/9Iw7X5MhoQRT/?fbclid=IwAR3CzFQlwzc0pSW4MLDh_fzP..    Variation in Toxicity of Covid Vaccine

Batches www.bitchute.com/.../6xIYPZBkydsu    These lethal and semi-lethal immune compromising infection injections

["relabelled vaxx(s)"] are the safest selective/effective weapon of mass destruction that have a long proven track record for over

a century for surgically accurate targeting and eugenical e\ciency. Eugenical Surgical Strike Bio-weapons for Selective Human

Biomass Destruction/Depopulation... safe/effective no fuss/no muss culling while high-grading for wisdom/herd hardiness all

while protecting general infrastructure... all good... stay out of their light for extended play time on the pasture. Genuine

Metaphysics of Lack of Wisdom www.youtube.com/watch
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No-one in their right mind or who was fully aware of the lies and criminality of Big pHARMa would trust them over any

experimental therapy. They have a long  SORDID history of distorting and misrepresenting the data in their drug and vaccine

trials aka, DOCTORED DOG TURD WORDS. One thing to consider about WHO is that they are part of the UN. See what the

witnesses of Jehovah have been saying about the UN for decades. www.jw.org/.../search  Earths Final Human Government. 

wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1967165?q=scarlet+colored+beast&p=doc
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My friend sent me this study and comments by Vernon this morning: important! I am also reading RFK, Jr's new book and highly

recommend to everyone that you buy it and read it! There is enough evidence in the ]rst 60 pages to indict them all! Let's keep

the book at #1. xoxooxo
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Australia, Austria ... WWIII o\cially "]rst declared"/ being rolled out in countries alphabetically... it's just the most equitable,

gentlemanly British pukka and sportsmanlike/fair way to do it. Jolly good form by the British/American Pilgrims Society to be

sure. Bravo Chaps. www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-22-austria-]rst-western-country-force-cov..

 ~ aim4truth.org/2019/08/07/the-pilgrims-society-enemy-of-humanity/

 ~ i1.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/pilgrims-propaganda..
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Yes, Pipblanc. I love Dr. Coleman and have bought his books off Amazon.
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Yesterday i commented that my daughter-in-law reported from a friend who is a nurse that an 8 year old of heart problems in the last

week.  Last night that same nurse: a ten year old passed away from the same: Myocardial problems.   She has never witnessed this.

 And now there are those trying to say this is not an uncommon problem in children?
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This is important! I am moving this one up the aisles. Thank you for reporting in Nothingsound!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

My heart is breaking.. this innocent will either live a life of hell and health horrors or pass on.  I fear we will hear more and  more

of this.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To give any child an untested vaccine is criminal. Any parent that would consider giving their child an unapproved, unlicensed,

untested vaccine, that's proven to cause deadly side effects, should have their head examined.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More vaxxing, more restrictions, more cognitive dissonance. If 90% of the population are vaxxed, can the 10% unvaxxed still be the

 superspreaders?  principia-scienti]c.com/90-vaxxed-ireland-considers-more-restrictions..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suppose I should have seen that coming with the whole Scotland debacle.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Europe there are wide demonstrations against the new mobility restrictions. The Government of Austria approved a general

con]nement of at least 20 days from next Monday and mandatory vaccination for the entire population of the country from

February 1, 2022. However, most European countries do not seem willing to mandatory vaccination.

In recent issues of This Week in the New Normal, we mentioned a group of MEPs who held a press conference where they

opposed mandatory vaccination and the “Green Pass”. On the 28th, ]ve of those same MEPs held another press conference,

and while the whole thing is worth watching, the highlight is de]nitely German MEP Christine Anderson, speaking for two of the

truest minutes in the history of the EU:

“Across Europe, governments have done everything possible to vaccinate people. We were promised that vaccines will be a

"game changer" and will restore our freedom ... it turns out that none of that was true. It doesn't make you immune, you can still

catch the virus, and you can still be infectious. The only thing this vaccine did for sure was spill billions of dollars into the

pockets of drug companies. " “As for me, I will not be vaccinated with anything that has not been properly examined and tested

and that has not shown strong scienti]c evidence that the bene]ts outweigh the disease itself in potential long-term side

effects, which up to the Today I don't know anything about ……. ” The full statement in the link:

off-guardian.org/2021/10/30/watch-meps-protest-vaccine-passports/
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM
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Yes Cabochon, the proverbial hole that one should stop digging. Lovestosing, here is the link to the doctor you mentioned.

http://chemicalviolence.com/   The article to view is the one re Booster Syndrome, there is a link in it to TogetherAsOne where

there is a short video by the doctor you mention. Very interesting.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon, Lovestosing, I  believe this "Game" (how amusing eh? Only to those who are sadistic and in need of mental

hospitalization in life long prison!) is going to keep on going and going and going. The mainstream does not get it...yet....but

obviously many are waking up, otherwise RFKs new book, Dr Ms and Mikki Willis's would not be on Amazon's top seller lists

despite all censorship and media blackout! That's a phenomenal triumph of the power of truth over the crafting and devising of

humankind to quell the information highway. I hope that these books wake more people up to the disgusting sadistic games

being played for pro]t by those at the top of the ring, and that those at the top are mentally hospitalized in a prison for life

without the possibility of release. As for safe and social distancing, I have a thought for Rich Man Bill Gates. Let him pay for his

own one-way ticket to the moon where he can safely indeed shelter in place, and reduce the population as desired...by one

person.
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Mirandola, * "As for safe and social distancing, I have a thought for Rich Man Bill Gates. Let him pay for his own one-way ticket

to the moon where he can safely indeed shelter in place, and reduce the population as desired...by one person." * Help, I'm sorry

but I can't stop laughing...are there enough planets, moons or asteroids to accommodate all the other bad actors???

Bad actors & bad algorithms, farts in gives farts out.

www.youtube.com/watch
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UPDATED. ‘If you get the P]zer vax, you’re more likely to get COVID’: Industry analyst Lags FDA study __ 'So, when they weren’t

injected, their infection rate was 1.3% and when they got injected, it was 4.34%. It went up by over 300%,’ P]zer ex-employee

Karen Kingston stated. ‘They had less infection when they had no protection. So, that’s a problem.’ Read more at:

 www.lifesitenews.com/news/if-you-get-the-p]zer-vax-youre-more-likely-..
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

‘ Debacle’ is understatement, Lovesto.  With 85% of Scots vaxxed and Sturgeon casting around for more illogical and ineffective

mandates, no doubt the unvaxxed will still be blamed for spreading infection. Just imagine what an opportunity was missed to

boost her dream of Indyref2 by telling her countrymen the truth about the plandemic. My guess is there would be an

overwhelming vote to get shot of Boris for good and start anew as an independent voice - minus royalty and the swamp, of

course. Meantime - back  in the real world, the majority of sheople will continue to mask up for as long as they don’t have think

for themselves or switch off the godd**m TV.

The aphrodisiac of power, however short-lived is too overwhelming at present for Sturgeon to resist. I see only near universal

compliance on my day-to-day travels, Guillermou, while the underground movement just grows and grows.  All those 350,000 or

so who signed that petition against vax passports as I did myself, the Euro M.P.s letter, the long list of medics involved in RFK’s

book about Fauci, plus all the alternative websites we know of plus all the thousands of Amazon readers who give ]ve stars to

Dr. M’s book and who have already made RFK’s book about Fauci a no. 1 best seller presents a division of the population that

colonialists could scarcely have dreamt of.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

La resistance movement in France in war time was never as transparent as the same movement today with its worldwide, open

protest marches. All that is needed is leadership and my choice would be Vigano to ful]l that role. Biden, Boris, Sturgeon,

Macron, Merkel and the rest of the puppets remind me of what communist in]ltrators and spies described as “useful idiots”.

 Once their usefulness is over ….?  As you suggest, Glastian,  they are digging themselves into a hole, using their own tools.

And the mainstream are surely waking up, Mirandola, but how many deaths and injuries will it take for the sheople to realise

they’ve been had? When giving books as presents I always remind the recipients to read its Amazon reviews. I like that word of

yours “yet”, which speaks volumes about our mutual con]dence that truth will out.  I suspect, however, once the cat is out of the

bag, there will be the usual bunch of turncoats who say they knew all along the plandemic was fake. As for overpopulation , the

choice of one way space travel or a generous personal contribution to population reduction could be offered to many more than

just Oberleutnantsturnfuehrer Gates and his lackeys.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Herd immunity nothing!  90% is proof enough of a giant FAIL!!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since Crazy Billy loves lots of space without the rabble around, he could buy a super big island to live on by himself. But he

wants to have the entire planet to himself and a few thousand Jeffrey Epstein crowd types. They'll still need a dozen or hundred

thousand slaves around to torture as well. I see what's going on and feel pretty hopeless. Barring the Second Coming or a

meteor hitting the next Davos summit, we're doomed. The denial of everyone I meet o�ine is amazing.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM
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Huge attempts are being made by big tech, pharma, media &tc to shut down any mention of Robert F Kennedy Jr's new book "The Real

Anthony Fauci.  Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health".   None of the craven newpapers mention

it or dare review it.   I received my copy in the UK from Book Despository three days ago.  Mind blowing read.  No wonder Gates and

Fauci don't want people to read it. And yet, in spite of the censorship it is selling well: twitter.com/.../1463352633100492807
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Yes NW. “Conventional wisdom holds you can’t have a bestselling book without plenty of media attention” — and no surprise,

‘The Real Anthony Fauci’ has had a near-total news media blackout,” said Kennedy, Children’s Health Defense chairman and

chief legal counsel. “Given that, it feels great to report this good news.” The hardcover version is available at Barnes & Noble,

Amazon, IndieBound, Bookshop.org, Target, Walmart, Books-A-Million and at independent booksellers throughout the U.S. and

Canada. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-the-real-anthony-fauci-amaz..  (11/19/21)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last I saw Fauci is still the highest paid "we the people" servant in Government and spewing his web stronger than ever. Where

is the accountability by our other "paid servants" in holding Fauci to real account and not simply another grilling in congress

where nothing ever comes of it. None of this ends until real accountability is implemented.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Newlandswanderer, thank you for touting the hope for us all! It is amazing isn't it? That Robert F Kennedy's book is #1 on

Amazons' best selling list, despite the censorship online and the media blackout! It is a true testimony to the fact that people

are ]nally beginning to wake up. Now, Mikki Willis who made the PLandemic ]lm, just emailed to say that his book is #2 on

Amazon's top selling list!!! Again a triumph of truth over darkness. Hooray for hope!

www.amazon.com/Plandemic-Fear-Virus-Truth-Cure/dp/1510765549/ref=sr_1_..
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Gui.  Great news that the public are beginning to throw off the mind-shackles of media brainwashing and listen to

sane, compassionate voices, like that of Truth-speaker Robert F Kennedy Jr.   Thanks brodiebrock12.  P]zer money in lots of

pockets is probably preventing many in Congress from speaking out.  But the more truth that is exposed, the more the "paid

servants"  will be exposed and then they will want to be on the right side of history.

Thanks Mirandola:  Great news that Mikki Willis has joined Robert F Kennedy Jr at the top of the Amazon best seller list.  And as

you say "Hurrah for Hope!"   So important to keep our inner energies positive, vibrant and strong in the face of evil.  Their

agenda is based on negative energies.  There is a much higher truly human energy  based on courage, faith, prayer  - speaking

the truth -trusting in God - and holding the line.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm ordering it for a Christmas gift.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the lies by The WHO and others are lies of omission. All cures of COVID are simply ignored. COVID cured has no de]nition

and no one even notices. WHO (doesn't) cares. There are no statistics of COVID cured even as over 230 million cases are RECOVERED.

"Safe and Effective" is a blanket statement which can only be true for treatments that function by improving healthiness, not

treatments that "]ght disease." "Prevention is better than cure" ignores the fact that effective cures of COVID are also effective

preventatives. The entire paradigm of the medical establishment and the WHO is medical - healthical is not even a word.

Pathology and epidemiology are studies of diseases but there is no healthology, there are no studies of healthiness much less studies

of how Vitamin healthiness, mineral healthiness, even general nutritional, exercise, and sunshine healthiness as related to COVID or

any other disease. The WHO entirely ignores any concept of the terrain and its effect on COVID severity in individual cases. Instead we

have statistics about race and age, factors which cannot be treated and are useless in any curative situation.
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Yes, Tracy, establishing a holistic approach to health is vital to not getting sick. What makes Covid-19 and any disease more

dangerous are previous pathologies, vaccines and all environmental toxins that are consumed in the diet, which weaken the

immune system and create hyperinLammation. We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the food, as well as

the manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G,

vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity. These toxins accumulate in the body and

damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people.

Dr. Mercola has highlighted the importance of inLammation in the development of chronic diseases including heart disease,

atherosclerosis, and coronary heart disease, highlighting the importance of magnesium, the danger of oxidized w6 fats, and the

need for hyperinsulinemia control. . In addition, to advise vitamin D, K2, C, B complex, zinc, selenium, medicinal plants and

spices, etc.

The immune system is the major effector of the inLammatory response. It is the immune system that carries out and modulates

the physiological processes that ultimately lead to inLammation. Through its receptors, through its effector cells and through

the substances they synthesize and release, the immune system organizes all the physiological responses responsible for

giving rise to this complex defense mechanism that is inLammation. It is also responsible for ending the process and leaving

the body in homeostatic balance. Let's take care of our health with a holistic approach to our vitality.
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mel76793
Joined On 4/29/2015 8:29:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is targeted genocide going on at the moment in the Northern Territories of Australia, this has been the plan all along, to get to

the wisdom holders. They are making a SOS to the world: rumble.com/vppr0l-sos.html   please get this out as we are being blocked on

posting on many sites.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw this this morning and asked one of the commenters on the site to post it here...
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the Australian descendants of the former prisoners that the British Empire used to colonize Australia -- the former penal colony

is destroying the ethnic remnants of a highly spiritualized surviving culture - this is a war of the SOULLESS versus the SOUL -

the corporate raiders are robbing these people of their land and resources - these materialists have no soul - they are

genocidally driven for pro]t - protest and resist NOW - if they succeed in destroying the aboriginal they will destroy YOU next -

be sure of this
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“Australia Day does not celebrate the birth of a nation so much as the ribbon-cutting of a giant prison. Clearly in 2021, Australia

has simply been returning to its roots as the world’s largest prison.You know the story by now— “two weeks to control the

spread” of COVID-19 became “inde]nite dictatorship and total suspension of basic human rights.” Over the course of the last 18

months, Australia’s state and federal governments have: • Banned citizens from leaving the country without permission. •

Banned citizens from entering the country, with threat of ]ve years in prison. • Banned citizens and residents from crossing

state borders. • Banned citizens and residents from traveling further than 5k from home without permission.

www.sovereignman.com/trends/australias-astonishing-tyranny-keeps-growi..
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Yes, was reading it on Brighteon this am - but for some reason the article didn't repost, my email did - sorry!  But I am wondering

if the elites are watching to see how the public handles it, and then from there - - what will they do in the world?   I can't bear it.
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We need new words that go well beyond "despicable" and "evil" for what is going on. This is monstrously, murderously Satanic.

They are butchering the soul of a profound and deeply spiritual culture.   The people pushing this diabolical agenda are

possessed and deranged.    I have approached Amnesty International, Children's Health Defense and reposted this shorter link

on Twitter.  twitter.com/.../1463463140755222529    God help these people.  And look at the state of this totally unhinged

Aussie bureaucRAT:  twitter.com/.../1463215476339785735
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mel76793, another link to the SOS, www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/sos
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therealjones
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I always thought if things got bad in the USA I would move to Australia, because I thought they were the most like us. Freedom

loving. Rugged, do it yourselfers. I guess I need a plan B.
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COVID CONCENTRATION CAMPS FOR AUSTRALIANS; IT’S HAPPENING. Nov. 24. by Jon Rappoport: “’Residents of Binjari and

Rockhole no longer have the ]ve reasons to leave their homes,’ said Northern Territory chief minister, Michael Gunner, referring

to the country’s ]ve allowable reasons to avoid lockdown (buying food and supplies, exercising for up to two hours, care or

caregiving, work or education if it can’t be done from home, and to get vaccinated at the nearest possible location).”

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/11/24/covid-concentration-camps-for-austr..
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One of the speakers in the Australian Parliament is calling out the diabolical tyranny: twitter.com/.../1463527723545018373
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Thank you for posting this link, Mel. This is an urgent call that needs to be heard. ~Laura xoox
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Therealjones, I have been astonished at all the girly men down under. Hiding under their beds and crying to Big Daddy Dan to

save them from the Lu.
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otis101
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Mel, thanks for this link to this very important SOS from the targeted genocide in Australia.
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gle9078
Joined On 7/28/2021 4:23:56 PM
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Well this is the why in Australia with all the mandates and all the connections the media and politicians have including the PM

with the World Economic Forum and New World Order. Have never wanted to believe it before but now really its irrefutable and

very frightening and depressing as so many people are brainwashed. By 2026 they want us all to be digitally implanted with a

chip either in the skin or brain according to Klaus Schwab. The PCR tests must be their way of getting your DNA. Very disturbing

and challenging times. operationdisclosureo\cial.com/2021/11/22/para-kas-vetter-the-damning..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here it is, someone basically pointing out if we handled this as things like this have always been handled before anything like a

vaccine existed, it would have run its course by now. Run its course without the massive devastation across so many levels of society,

globally.  Also being pointed out is it is regular contact with life, with being together - together, is a major component to what builds a

healthy strong immune system, none of this alone - together baloney. Kennedy's book from get go in the very ]rst pages points out the

constant failures of Fraudci's leadership and by nearly every metric has failed in what the given perspective is of what healthcare is

supposed to be. For him to survive and then to dominate like a little Napoleon shows how much backing he has had, and the need to

dig up just who protects his ***.  Allergies, autism, just so many, too many sicknesses once never existing or so low as not to be

noticed much if at all have exploded under this bird's "guidance."  There is a massive need to clean house if it is even possible at this

point.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Just, Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are longtime Deep State members with such progressive roots that they end up

entangled with the Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci, are guilty of leading mandates that are causing much suffering,

deaths, and a great economic and social crisis, they are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote the

interests of Americans and must be replaced by serious and honest politicians who defend the constitution and lead the US to a

true democracy where freedom and the rights of people to defend health prevail.

During a episode of the Thomas Paine Podcast, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. blew the lid on Dr. Anthony Fauci’s extensive legacy of

fraud and coverups throughout his lengthy medical career in the federal government. Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a

problematic character all throughout his more than 50-year tenure in public health, during which he operated as a workplace

tyrant and ruined the careers of countless physicians and researchers who, unlike himself, were upstanding and honorable

individuals.

“Tony Fauci didn’t want the American public to know that he has poisoned an entire generation of Americans,” Kennedy said,

alleging Fauci targeted a whistleblower who was trying to uncover the blood supply in the country was tainted with deadly

strains. truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..
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Juststeve, while I do believe in taking precautions, protecting oneself, etc at the same time I also think that what is fueling this

society-wide crash is not the virus itself, but instead is the very fear of illness and death. Death may be a risk for medically

vulnerable cross sectors, but isn't that the truth with the common Lu too? Living and cowering in fear of the virus, society is

going down. Streets are deserted, businesses crashing, suicides from stress, homelessness, domestic abuse of adults and

children alike, economy breaking and mental distress is widespread....and in the end are we avoiding the disease at all? Isn't it

living an *illusion* to think that a disease can be avoided, sum total?

And why are ongoing genetic modi]cation "vaccines" a "necessity" to be repeated ad nauseum? If we were conquering the

disease the "vaccines" would not be necessary on a repeated and repeated basis! People really have to have a think. It's so

interesting how the Amish decided to face the virus and not vaccinate, not socially distance, and while the Lu ran its course in

their community, and while they tragically did lose a few elderly people, they also now have herd immunity and no more serious

problems with the virus.

Greed knows no bottom. To go so far as to control the whole globe for pro]ts from misery, death and illness is beyond insanity,

this truly is murderous mental illness at work. Coercion, jobs threatened, bribes, this is violent criminal mentality at work, can it

be any more clear? It is time to lock certain people up, end of story. Thank you Dr Mercola for bringing us this important article

and ]lm interview!
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It seems so much either Lat out wrong or skewed in very negative territories can trace the origins back to the promotion of

germs being the cause of any & all dis-ease. Here, traveling in the way back machine a good ]fty, sixty years the local

papermills would just dump whatever into the local river. People knew what was being made just by the color of the river on any

given day. Many locals were indoctrinated with the notion this was good as the chemicals killed germs. Just one of many

examples one can pull out to make the point. Our Ag system, Processed Foods, the way many products got made hid behind

this notion. Now after decades the very things we were pushing back on as being toxic, wrong methods or unsustainable, have

become painfully obviously seen to be true, yet we still attacked with unbridled hostility. We still get attacked for not only

pointing out such things, but for working to shepherd in healthy alternatives.
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Juststeve, cheer up as the system is going to correct itself. I just wrote on someone else's thread and sorry for any repeat here,

but to answer you, I really do believe that denial will break as people suffer the consequences of the jabs. We wish this on

Nobody! But when they do wake up as a result of that, then they will no longer attack us as you said, for working toward

alternatives. Instead, they will thank us....later on. Watch and see. There is going to be a seachange, I predict it,  because the

side effects will be so serious and will happen often enough that media blackout or not, people are going to talk and wake up.

Thereafter, they may lose faith in t heir precious brainwashing overlords (BigPharma) and will automatically defect to natural

medicine. Further, where BigPharma fails (it is patently obvious, but people still need time to wake up) then they will also seek

out natural medicine. Wait and see! I have seen people break their denial, and it is going to happen.
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It's madness.  Deranged madness.  For about ]ve minutes, I breathed peacefully when we were pulled out of the WHO/UN and

Kennedy was allowed to dive into the records on the effects of childhood vaccinations on the population.  I just KNEW he did it for a

reason. Maybe Fauci really believes in them - it's easy to become that person, I have a vet friend who would over vaccinate if she could,

she's at the heart of what disease can look like.   Okay, I give her credit, NOT Fauci.  The man is a lunatic.  People are dying and he's

spouting safe and effective!  Things I didn't know: if you belong to the WHO, that means you do what they say.  So, an EUA

"vaccination" is brought to you by Gates and friends - and forced on the public.  Gates throws lots of $$ at the WHO, and the WHO does

Gates says.  Gates has the dollars to make anyone do what he wants them to do.  

Whistleblowers know they are taking their lives in their hands - but you know what?  If enough come forward at once, maybe we'll have

that turn of the tide.   My browser was reset again (does anyone else have this problem with Microsoft Edge?  I NEVER had this

problem with Apple, but then again, my ipad crashed and I lost thousands of snapshots of important articles and even excellent

responses and remedies from this thread.  Nothing else, just all my photos lol .. ARRG) ...  - So, with Edge - I lost the video of the man

who came forward against Pinterest, he came forward to a certain station (and I don't see him anywhere on DDG - I can't ]nd him) but

the station he came out was trusted by him.  Ah!  Found it in history - Project Veritas!   Yeah!   Although, maybe it's a dream since 4,600

doctors came forward (America's Frontline) and the public didn't budge - the pilots - still didn't budge - the immigrants being spared

the shot, but given Ivermectin?  I don't get it.  But then, I never did,
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Yes, Tracy, WHO, government institutions. virologists, BigPharma and the entire globalist elite created a whole system of

economic bene]ts around the imminence of a pandemic. There is a lot of money at stake, and the inLuence networks and the

media send messages of fear with the mutation of the coranovirus- Much of its funding efforts have been reserved for mass

vaccination with the new generation of experimental vaccines. Throughout these efforts, WHO has partnered with the US and

UK national health systems, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and its Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization

(GAVI) initiative.

Now we need to know the origin of the Covid. The evidence reLects that the EcoHealth Alliance, DARPA, NIH, are being

protected and subsidized by the liar Fauci. A multi-million dollar grant for coronavirus research in the Chinese laboratory was

revealed to have been funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The documents indicate that Wuhan, China-based

researchers manipulated the coronaviruses in ways that led to the severity of the infection, using platforms that tested the bat

coronaviruses' ability to use human receptors. Also, Fauci's NIAID awarded the Wuhan lab-funded grant to genetically modify

bat-based coronaviruses. www.theepochtimes.com/us-grant-to-wuhan-lab-to-enhance-bat-based-coron..  

This group will never tell us the truth. New WHO Group to Look Into Pandemic Origins Dogged by Alleged ConLicts of Interest.

"If there were a Nobel prize for scienti]c and political incompetence, surely [the World Health Organization] would be in the

running for it," said Gary Ruskin of U.S. Right to Know, a nonpro]t that investigates academics for conLicts of interest and

undisclosed ties to the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/new-who-group-to-look-into-pandemi..  (10/26/21)
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Did you know even liar-in-chief Dr Fauci has become his own whistleblower, Lovestosing?  Fauci ]nally admits the truth about

the “vaccine”. principia-scienti]c.com/fauci-]nally-admits-vaccines-dont-protect-ag..
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Gui - thank you for your response.  I was back to watching Dr. Lee Merritt explain the release of the bioweapon - how would you

release a bioweapon?  I'd do it through a vaccine - maybe a Lu shot - to get it started, but that's just me.  Vax 'em up and then

turn on 5G!  Who's to say what was in the Quad Lu shot?  The only smoking gun I have found is the absolute bullying that came

in Northern Italy during the Lu shot campaign.  THEN, a couple of months later - the covid outbreak which also caused Germany

to shut her doors.  I know - because on the morning I was packing to leave, I got the call they shut everything down DUE TO what

was happening in Northern Italy.  Dominos falling!

So - who is affected by 5G?  I had a serious incident happen - it was like I was talking to someone with a demonic possession -

about covid, of course!  And I thought about afterwards, because he said he didn't know what took him over.  Well - I got to

wondering about the infrastructure around me where this possession took place.  I knew I was being threatened and bullied -

but usually this person isn't like THAT.  Back to infrastructure around me at the time.  Those fake pine trees - I saw one across

the street and off to the left of where we were sitting in a parking lot.  So - did they turn up the juice?  It's got to be something -

because he was adamant, he didn't know what took him over.  I'm only transparent about that experience because I want to

know if anyone else has been witness to this - with someone you trust - I mean, that was beyond the pale.
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Cabochon - thank you for that link - I was replying to someone else and couldn't ]nd it!   Liar in chief!  I love that!  Yeah!
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Dr. Mercola recommends Brave browser and Swiss Cows search engine, and that's what I use.  Once in a while I use Google at

the last resort, coz Swiss Cows doesn't always deliver what I'm looking for.
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Reminds me of the psychiatric system. "Safe and effective." Talk therapy still has a higher success rate than endless drugs and

psycho surgery. Unless there's depression caused by anemia or thyroid issues. Before all the "safe and effective meds" came

out, those diagnosed with schizophrenia had a 70% chance of recovery and had average life expectancies. Now it has sunk to

16%, they suffer neurological damage, autoimmune disease, diabetes, heart conditions, and live to 52 on average.
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Thank you Blitzie - I wouldn't have thought Duck Duck Go would be compromised - I still hope its not.

Rensmith - don't get me started lol!   When we were digging in on the topic of Schizophrenia, I found so much about nutrient

imbalance- but yeah, you don't need that - take some pills!   ...Interestingly, back when I was on FB, I posed a question on the

celiac site (because my daughter had been diagnosed) - and I asked if there were mental health conditions with celiac disease.

 In one hour over 180 people responded.  Coming off meds for Bipolar, Schizophrenia, Depression, Anxiety, BPD --- they talked

about how long it took to come of their meds (some took around two whole years - but they were cured!)  

It's also interesting to me when people make fun of gluten intolerance, don't they know what they've done to wheat?  I swear, our

country took nutrition and tried to ]gure out how to make it toxic.  Look at HFCS!  Yuck!  But with so much corn, let's do it!  And

feed the pulp to our cows - the world's gone mad!  On my last tour I was told they'd been putting ]sh oil in the cow feed to give

that meat more marbling.   Um - I don't think that's how any of this works - but okay.
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00
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I ]nd that I never ask for vax status and never-ever admit to my status, but when someone offers the info that they have been vaxed,

usually because they say "I got my booster yesterday" or something like that.... my mind clicks, I think they will be gone someday soon

and I with draw from them.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It almost seems like it's a badge of honor for these people to admit how stupid they are.
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Same here; I don't even comment about it anymore.  I was asked by a man in my morning coffee clutch if I was vaxxed; I said no;

my immune system is pumped, and I don't wanna risk it.  If no one asks; I don't tell.
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00 - yes, what's with all the "I got my booster AND Lu" talk... I'm like  oh, I best get away!  I don't wanna get sick!
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Blitzie - I was told by a friend to put my hand and say, "I'm not discussing this right now," and let it drop.  Because of the division

it's creating - so ridik!

Arlen - yes, a badge - I don't know what kind, but the pride factor - I did my part for society - is quite interesting.  Not working out

so good in highly vaxxed areas :(
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Thank you Katy69 (7th November), Guillermou and others on Dr M’s comments page for bringing our attention to Archbishop Vigano’s

speech in defence of our liberty and freedom from tyranny. This ]nally could be the catalyst for united action against our oppressors

and being called for by a man of the cloth should double the strength of its warning to humanity to resist  tyranny before it’s too late.

principia-scienti]c.com/archbishop-vigano-appeals-for-an-anti-globali..  =

Links to Vigano’s full speech have been blocked by my internet provider but his address covers the points that we all agree on - that

there is a global threat to humanity from a powerful, unelected elite which has in]ltrated governments and health agencies and

mainstream media.   The key seems to me to be the media. The sheople will not change course until they hear a different message on

mainstream.  RFK has suggested ways we can be an advocate for the ]ght back against the globalist terrorism:

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/defender..

Vigano’s suggestion of an Anti-Globalist Alliance sounds like the way forward. The many health professionals and legal experts who

have already declared their allegiance to the truth could be recruited to form a united, world wide alliance,  taking action by

encouraging peaceful non compliance to government over-reach and mandates. Without the compliance of the majority, governments

would be left powerless.
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Thanks Cabochon. A much needed speech calling for an anti-globalist alliance: "I call the Christian nations together, from east

to west, inviting Heads of State and the healthy forces of institutions, the economy, labor, universities, health care and

information to join a common project, disrupting the old systems and putting aside the hostilities that are desired by the

enemies of humanity in the name of divide et impera. "

“I call upon rulers, political and religious leaders, intellectuals and all people of good will, inviting them to unite in an Alliance

that launches an anti-globalist manifesto, refuting point-by-point the errors and deviations of the dystopia of the New World

Order and proposing concrete alternatives for a political program inspired by the common good, the moral principles of

Christianity, traditional values, the protection of life and the natural family, the protection of business and work, the promotion of

education and research, and respect for Creation.

This Anti-Globalist Alliance will have to bring together the Nations that intend to escape the infernal yoke of tyranny and a\rm

their own sovereignty, forming agreements of mutual collaboration with Nations and peoples who share their principles and the

common yearning for freedom, justice, and goodness.”…….. In the link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5762525  (21 November

2021)
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Thank you Cabochon, this is great. Strategic would be to pass that link on, plus several copies of Dr Mercola's and Robert F

Kennedy's books, to school Parent Teacher Associations, since they carry large political clout with politicians and school

principals, they will talk with other parents and teachers and principals, and waken the slumbering giant. College students also

are very vocal and passionate. If woken up by the books and links, they will talk to their parents, who listen to their kids where

they might otherwise turn a deaf ear, and the students also talk to each other. Voila! An awakening cross sector.
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An inspiring speech by Vigano, Guillermou, thanks for ]lling in the censored bits of his call to the world to wake up and resist

evil by forming an Anti-Globalist Alliance.  Best idea yet and it puts into action the concept of  “united we stand, divided we fall”.

 I agree, Mirandola, books are key in conveying  the truth, especially as Boris threatens those who spread “misinformation” on

line.  PTAs - a great idea as they have inLuence in the UK as well. Donating to charity shops might be feasible too and de]nitely

giving books as Christmas presents is my main intention, as what better gift is there than the priceless gift of truth?
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Who hasn't been bought? A few successful millionaires like Dr. Mercola are standing up for what's right. But nearly every rich

and powerful person on earth seems to want to kill or enslave those who are not. Like 1% is determined to destroy the 99%.

How much do the people know? That's my question. A lot of doctors pushing it have been jabbed themselves. Proving they

weren't fully complicit.
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Dr Wodarg has been around  and witnessed past attempts at Pharma connivance to exploit and enslave the human species - Wodarg

knows that these Corporations like P]zer and BionTech are part of Germany's Nazi heritage - as such they will have no compunction

about how they treat human fodder - like cattle these Corporations aim to destroy people  - people are merely cash cows to be milked

until they are incapable of giving anymore cash/milk to these ruthless brutal Pharma Fascists - they use propaganda in as dishonest a

way as their predecessor Goebbels did -

the Zombie Culture is encouraged to be BRAIN DEAD so that Pharma can cynically extract every last penny from these VICTIMS of

Ignorance and automaton perception - when you are pensioned off and retired to some hospice for the geriatric survivor you are

summarily dispatched with the Final Solution which is Pharma's Death Shot - the coup de grace that Pharma sees as the perfect

solution to the lack of productivity of the aged - this is Pharma's reward for a life time of labor - yes, where Hitler failed, Pharma is

quite sure that they will succeed - "never allow a Zombie to evade vaccination" is the Pharma mantra - and the Zombies are lining up

for their Death Shots - "please Master can I have my booster" - Zombies were born to be vaccinated and Pharma is guaranteeing it!!
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Stanley, you are right we must remember where the Big Pharma companies came from? Where the scientists went?...They are

succeeding where they failed before. Add Bayer et al to the list...And add Monsanto (NPK) and Roundup and Glyphosate to that

list. Roundup is a ticking time bomb for humanity.
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Yes, Stan, the fake PCR tests created a scary plandemic, fueled a planned genocide. We must state the obvious: genocide is

deliberate; it is premeditated. There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel, researcher and political scientist de]ned

the term "democide" as "the murder of any person or people by his government, including genocide, politicide and mass

murder". According to Rummel, democracy went to war as the leading cause of unnatural death in the 20th century, and as we

enter the 21st century, not only does it show no signs of stopping, but it appears to be the desired and planned form of death for

hundreds of people. of millions or even billions of innocent people around the world.

It seems that Rummel had the prediction of the plandemic organized by the corrupt elites. We are in that deadly domain: the

economy has been devastated, jobs and the ability to provide livelihoods have been dramatically reduced, restrictions on life

and liberty have increased dramatically, price inLation is rampant, political control and protocols Doctors have already proven

deadly. Of course the mRNA "vaccines" are the vehicle of this tragedy.

survivaldan101.com/how-can-so-many-lies-and-so-much-evidence-of-fraud-..  

As Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg said; In fact, this "promising vaccine" for the vast majority of people should be FORBIDDEN, because it

is genetic manipulation! "After an unprecedented mRNA vaccine, they will no longer be able to treat the symptoms of the

vaccine in a complementary way. They will have to live with the consequences, because they can no longer be cured simply by

removing toxins from the human body, just like a person with a genetic defect This is the consequence of the manipulations of

the globalist elites who planned this plandemic so that fascism reigns.

survivalblog.science.blog/2020/12/07/vaccine-covid-irreversible-geneti..
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www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-23-australia-begins-covid-ethnic-cleansing..   The link you requested.
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hi pipblanc - thank you for the link - I also viewed the very touching link that  mel posted showing the aboriginals begging for

theior survival - yes, Bayer was a subsidiary of IG Farben the gas manufacturers for the Third Reich hi Gui - looked at your links -

the Death Machine is turning - the Zombie Culture has placed their existence in the hands and needles of Pharma - this is the

extinction phase that the Mayans predicted
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Is it just the 24/7 news watchers who are brainwashed to this?  I can't stand the news...  Do you watch the news Stanley?  Does

it make your blood boil?  But I swear, so far the most fearful people I've met are exactly that - can't get enough of the bleeding

leading headlines.  It's positively gross!  And then you add in the shots and people aren't just zombies, they're violent zombies.

Do as the medical industry has spoken... the connection between medical and gov't - I think the snake at the feet of Lady

Justice is one of the snakes of Caduceus - the staff with two snakes representing the medical community.  I mean, why not -

haven't snakes always represented evil?  I wish people could see the evil in this. :(
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lovestosing - I do not have a TV nor a radio nor do I read newspapers nor do I read magazines - my only input is Dr Mercola and

Forbidden knowledge - and by the way I LOVE TO SING which I do every night - I believe that this relieves stress and powers the

lungs
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First they came for the mentally ill.... odysee.com/@rensmith23:0/Transhumanism-and-Eugenics:1?r=8UDCJNnazF9boR..
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So very sad.
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Vaccine production ahead of disease prevention is the triumph of politics and economics over morality and health,  Big Pharma and

big business ahead of the little businesses which create the world, destruction over creativity. Force versus power in the name of

globalisation,  a remorseless search for power over others driven by greed, and I think in Gates' case, madness. Who does he think he

is to know best? But if we stay strong and true in our integrity, if we trust and hold ]rm, if we "keep our heads, when all about (us) are

losing theirs", then we will inherit a better, stronger world again. Namaste.
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the Snake knows that "vaccinations" are necessary because his share portfolio grows with every "vaccination" that his

propaganda campaign acquires - the Snake knows which side his bread is buttered on - the gullible public likes to be told what

to do - the Snake has invested in education at all levels - the Snake also dominates the media with his grants - the Snake has

transformed humankind into Snakekind - which is another term for Slavery
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Yes, the covid-19, is the greatest vehicle of globalization. The crisis that this plandemic is creating is used by globalist markets

to increase their power for the growth of mega corporations. This false pandemic presents potential risks and opportunities for

corruption, corruption that deprives people of liberty and constitutional rights. Fear and panic continue with a great purpose to

vaccinate humanity and make people slaves to the power and drugs of the Pharmaceutical Ma]a,

The globalization of business and ]nance opened up opportunities for corrupt pro]ts in fast-growing emerging economies.

Industries that often need o\cial involvement, such as natural resources and infrastructure, are particularly lucrative targets.

There are contracts to be awarded and development projects that need o\cial approval. Money for bribes and for corporate

pro]ts can always be deposited in tax havens.

Sustainable progress requires democratic institutions, but unfortunately they are not present, but driven by media lobbies who

want to promote their expansive interests in communications, dirty energy, industrial agriculture, etc. You need independent

courts and prosecutors with training and resources, a press that cannot be easily bought, imprisoned or killed, e\cient o\cials

who cannot be ]red on the whim of a corrupt boss. If any of those items are removed and the corruption seeps back into the

system. And this is what is happening.
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Pipblanc, regarding trusting and holding our integrity, the words of a friend were really helpful to me and very wise, I thought.

She said: "The gunk has to Ly to the light to be seen. Once seen it is recognized, and my gut feeling tells me that there will be a

period of chaos, but it will be brief in my intuition. Thereafter it settles down and there will be peace and order like never before".

So this may be a crisis of spiritual change and growth, who knows?

As for vaccine ahead of disease prevention, well said! the Center for Disease Out Of Control and Do Nothing Wash Your Hands

Fauci, did NOT fool me at all, even from moment one. In fact ,I knew the Scamdemic was faked from the ]rst second that they

announced a"Pandemic" because of what had happened during the swine Lu era. Don't people remember?

But when they began to show the rapid spread of this disease---which I do not deny and never did deny, does exist----I thought,

why would it be so contagious? What can account for that? Is it genetically modi]ed? My suspicions were up. Several health

professionals who I asked, denied it, saying it is not at all unusual for viruses to mutate and they could become more virulent.

But that did not make sense to me. It still seemed suspicious. Along came the revelation about the falsi]ed PCR tests, aha! And

]nally, emails PROVING Fauci was involved with Wuhan in gain-of-function research!

Plus, with fear mantras peeling like a bell every ]ve minutes globally, and going on for two years, isn't it just perfectly obvious to

people that agendas are afoot?  But people become outraged at the very thought. They really believe that the virus is this

contagious----how could it be if it is a natural virus and not manmade? And how could it be so contagious, at all?----and they

really believe as the media tells us, (Cognitive distortion) that VIRUS=ICU CASE! THAT"S JUST NONSENSE! Even the CDC's

website states that this is usually a mild Lu, medically vulnerable=severe disease
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How about vaccine production before there is even a disease to prevent? Fauci and team have an mRNA based RSV vaccine in

the works for a "mysterious" respiratory infection Fauci is anticipating, AKA: Another Plandemic! It may have been Dr. Mercola

that put this out, but I think it was Dr. Martin that stated this. It's from about 1 years ago. They found in Fauci's emails

statements going out to hospitals warning of a pending NEW respiratory illness that will hit this fall/winter and they are already

in the works of having a vaccine for it.

Fast forward to the last few months and I found research suggesting these mRNA vaccines turn off Killer-T-Cells TLR3, 7, & 8.

These T-Cells are the ones responsible for protecting you against FLU, COLD, Bacteria, mold/fungi, and RSV! No one older than 6

should have to be concerned about RSV. The ONLY reason RSV would become an issue later in life is something that

compromises your Innate Immune System (T-Cells).

So Fauci knew from day one that incidences of Lu, food poisoning, staph infections, colds, pneumonia, and RSV would be going

up because his vaccines turned off T-Cells TLR3, 7, & 8. This was necessary for getting the mRNA into the cells to program

them to make the spike proteins. SO, these vaccines offer very little in the way of protection from Covid-19 and now you are 100

TIMES more likely to get sick from cold/Lu/pneumonia/RSV/etc! There really is no other explanation for them getting an RSV

vaccine ready for EUA.

It is in its 3rd phase of clinical trial as we speak! RSV is a one in done infection, kind of like chickenpox. Immunity may wane

later in your old age, but all you have to do to prevent shingles is attend a chickenpox party before the age of 40. Anyone of any
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health is immune to RSV once they get it as a child because you get re-exposed to it every year and you get an natural immune

boost. Now we have a vaccine for something that was never an issue until the Covid-19 Jabs came along.
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artist.jill
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In March of 2020 I noted one of the many outstanding commenters here presented information about the lack of validity of the PCR

test.  The reference was on Sayer Ji’s site, Green Med Info: www.greenmedinfo.com/.../does-2019-coronavirus-exist   It was an article

by David Crowe: theinfectiousmyth.com/.../CoronavirusPanic.pdf   This was quite early on in this ]asco and as such very instrumental

for me as I gathered info about what was going on.  

I’d kept a pdf of the article and comments and can tell you that this commenter was the illustrious Darzoum!  So, shout out to Darzoum

(as well as others here) who gave us the early head’s up on this key issue to help us discern the truth.  Very grateful to you, Darzoum

and all!  And of course to Dr. Mercola for when you reported on it as well and helped us to understand. I went on to prepare a report

(only for sharing with friends and family) with over 300 references, and that Green Med Info link was my ]rst reference.  Also, in case

anyone hasn’t heard this, in the subsequent months I checked out David Crowe’s website and learned that he passed away on July

12th, 2020. More of Crowe's writings on his site - go here ]rst theinfectiousmyth.com
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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1. I have had COVID and long haul which started November 2019 and lasted acutely for a month and long haul for 8 to 18 months. I

have not been vaccinated (had the JAB - these are not vaccines), so it is wrong to say that you only get Covid after vaccination.   2. The

two words in the DNA sequencing that spring to mind? THE and AND, words that can so easily spread Fear when you listen or watch

the news. (I''ve stopped both.) The ]gures lead to a correlation that leads to fear generated by the media who are pretty much all

in]ltrated and baised. The BBC has bene]ted from substantial monies from Gates, for instance.

I could go on but I truly believe that moral and spiritual resilience in the face of this scourge, ]nding new ways to live, resurrecting old

habits such as gardening, mending clothes, reading books, and a generally more low key life, are the way forward. Without throwing

the baby out with the bathwater: whilst we still have the internet etc. we should use it, for the power of good. Namaste.
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The BBC is where the "Trusted News Initiative" started. No mystery why Gates funds them
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, pipblanc,  we need to ]ght the power of narratives, we need our resilience to prevent the ability to shape and institutionalize

norms and the distribution of power in our human communities from forging. These narratives obey the powerful to the

globalist elite that meets in Davos. We are facing a "pandemic virus industrial complex", where predators such as Gates, WHO,

CDC, FDA, BARDA, WEF, pharmaceutical multinationals and big capital represent one of the greatest existential threats to

humanity, PCR tests designed the path of compulsory mass vaccination as a prologue to the Great Reset

PCR tests are the true allies of a plandemic that began in event 201. If the expenses of these PCR tests, based on deception and

masks, would be invested in educational programs to prevent metabolic diseases, and reliable tests, they would not only

decrease the deaths from COVID-19, as well as deaths from inLuenza, cardiovascular diseases, and multiple pathologies,

including cancer.

This medical expense for patient care is paid by taxpaying citizens, while large corporations enrich their fortunes. It is evident

that the Pharmaceutical Ma]a and the agri-food industry are in cahoots with government institutions to sow death, suffering,

and economic ruin while enhancing their sovereign power based on a techno-fascist government. Now we have the worst

monster that threatens our freedom in the world population enslaved by surveillance systems based on arti]cial intelligence

that dehumanizes people to make them slaves of the empire created by the tyrants of fascist power.
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pipblanc Not to disagree with you but can you say for sure it was covid-19 or a serious pneumonia-like  infection? I have friends

(UK) who were seriously ill but can't say either way. One was in early January 2020 brought from New York. Just trying to piece

the jigsaw together given the broad reach  of the PCR test ;-)  Yep BBC have truly gone to the dark side. I can't listen to any of

their stuff now. They are batting away emails too.
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Pipblanc, thank you for always being part of the solution! I love your emphasis on intentional communities , a beautiful way for

light to triumph over the darkness, and thank you for mentioning home gardening as part of  the communal effort and surviving

this di\cult time. Check out this wonderful article, here a family grows 6,000 lbs of produce on merely 1/10th of an acre! they

use solar power, vegetable oil in their cars, and have a wonderful water saving tip as well. What can be done on a small piece of

land is amazing, they even sell $20,000+ of their organic produce from their doorstep, every year! This is very heartening

tinyhousetalk.com/family-grows-6000-lbs-of-food-on-110th-acre-urban-fa..   Cheers to hope! The power of good people with a

deep value system coming together, can be very revitalizing and positive! Thank you Pipblanc! :-)
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I'm right there with you. This is also a time to set aside our ideologies in favour of ]nding common ground in the face of this

onslaught on our autonomy.  I have been reading some of Gregg Bradens stuff on Quantum Physics and the power of belief,

thought and imagination....Look where our imaginings,  thoughts and beliefs have led us....to this point in time.  We have

followed the Imaginings of our 'leaders', we have Believed they would look after us, We have Thought our leaders knew what

they were doing and knew the best directions to take...with our tax monies....war, competition for resources, and now coercion

of the masses of people.

Looks like it's time to start taking responsibility for our welfare and that of the planets, because the current method we use has

brought habitat destruction, pollution of our air, water and soils; it has brought extinction for billions of lifeforms on earth and

the powers that be now seem to think that one of the ways out of this greed, stupidity, power hungry morass is to jab the billions

of people on this earth with a GM solution...'the ]nal solution'? No ways!!
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Thank you for this heartfelt video. Let us all visualise more and more people awakening, so that too many (if it is not already too late

for many) do not have to suffer or die, tho' what is happening to the Australian Aborigines TODAY is awful..forced at gunpoint to be

jabbed.
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pipblanc, Suzicreamcheese and others -- thank you for posting / mentioning this.  I have been an admirer of the Aboriginal

people’s culture and meaningful visual art for many years, and had a chance to visit the country, so I was sickened to see

(elsewhere) a reference to this.  Let’s all send white light to these beautiful people who have already suffered great human

rights abuses.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Straight from Lew Rockwell: www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/an-impolite-message-to-those-who..
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Kat, thanks for the article by Walter Gelles. It is an enormous expose' message to the world about the jab, what it does, and a list

of celebrities that got it.  I was saddened to see Willie Nelson's name on the list.  The W. Gelles letter is from "State of the

Nation" web site.  Check out their many informative articles.  The one on massive spraying of graphene oxide is very chilling.  It

includes a video of someone with a small magnet on a beach in Australia picking up the black dots of GO.  Once on the magnet

you can actually see the GO growing. 3 min clip.  stateofthenation.co
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Kat, that sums it up nicely!
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“One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the

bamboozle.  We’re no longer interested in ]nding out the truth.  The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to

acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken.  Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.”  Carl

Sagan.  This country has been “bamboozled” so long by “The Powers That Be” from the propaganda of corporate and social media via

their; gaslighting, gatekeepers, narrative, and algorithms.  If one does a little thinking, a little truth seeking, you will began to

understand the situation we are in.  Consider:  

More unaccountable big government, huge spending and their respective de]cits, exploding inLation, the dollar’s reserve status at risk,

unconstitutional presidential mandates, big pharma controlling the CDC, FDA, and NIH (industry capture), expensive but ineffective

healthcare, leaky vaccines that don’t prevent transmission - require “boosters” and kill people, no prophylaxis or early treatment

therapeutic protocols, less individual liberty and freedoms, massive censorship, large cities under siege from crime and the homeless,

energy - supply chain - labor shortages, small businesses failing, massive destabilization, …… etc.  Wake-up!!  You have a choice. The

“Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle” or the “Reality of Common Sense?”   Fear, control, and coercion” or “Life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness?”   “Victim” or “Victor?”
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It's about time someone started talking about the fake Covid tests!! The inventor of PCR, Kerry Mullis said it should NOT be used for

testing, because "it can be used to ]nd almost anything in anyone". People, eat REAL FOOD (what is found in Nature). It is the only way

to super-charge the immune system, so that if you DO become ill, the body easily ]ghts it off. Apr2020 I got the "Lu". Sick in bed for 3

days, then I was ]ne and I"M 67 YEARS OLD. I've been eating only REAL FOOD for years. Man's processed, chemical-laden garbage

so-called "food" kills you slowly; re]ned Lour and sugar are the cause of all chronic disease. The Weston A. Price Foundation thinks

Covid-19 is caused by 5G radiation. Dr. Robert O. Young has an interesting article on his website explaining that "viruses" don't exist..
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What is a little scary to me is that they're still using it, but Gates is heading them coming out with the next money maker in

December.  I wonder just what forms of covid it will detect - I can't wait!  Ugh
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The PCR test loses its EUA on Dec 31, 2021. So that will be the end of that. That just means Fauci and Gates have something

bigger in the near future to cause another fakedemic
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I’ll say it again: if P]zer wants to hide their data for 55 years, then I can NOT make a due diligence informed decision, therefore, I

cannot give informed consent for this (or any) experimental medical procedure. And in 55 years, they can kiss my cremated ash,

because I refuse it then as well. 

😄

 www.reuters.com/legal/government/wait-what-fda-wants-55-years-process-..
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So maybe the initial deaths, especially in the senior facilities were actually some how pre planned, to begin to instill fear into people,

and create a "pandemic" so the jabs would be quickly and gratefully accepted? Sounds ridiculous..right?
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Not to mentioned the quad valent Lu shots these older individuals received in the Fall of 19 across the world. I know that

northern region of Italy where the largest percentage of senior citizens live received the quad valent. Makes those individuals

highly susceptible to the whu-Lu bioweapon which coincidently was release right after with many many Lights from Wuhan into

northern Italy where the Chinese have lots of investment. I remember Dr. Judy Mikovits in a very early interview in 2020 talking

about the quad valent and its real intent. Primed those who took it in a BIG way.
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brodiebrock12, Geez...seems there is no "theory" or speculation that is out of the realm of possibilities today...
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Doesn't sound ridiculous at all. It seems doctors aren't making money as people don't want to go see them.... I guess the

government (us) is paying them still, or certainly they would be talking.  Especially the retired ones, or... are they smart enough

to see what is going on?
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Yep, and the DOD did a study in 2017/18 that showed Lu vaccines increase your risks of getting a coronaviruse infection by

36%. The Fauci and the CDC warns everyone in 2020 to get the Lu vaccine. Wouldn't that be considered "premeditated murder"?

You know the Lu vaccines increase the risk of coronaviruse infections and you basically madate the Lu vaccine in the middle of

a coronaviruse pandemic. In my mind, that's a well planned form of genocide.
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Those people all had received their Lu shots most likely.  I know for a fact that Lu shots cause ade and death.  My mother died

after her Lu shot in 2007.  I am also aware of a friends mother that died after her covid vaccine, heart problems in a person that

was a healthy person prior to her vaccine now she’s dead. No thanks!
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Never thought I'd be proud to live in a red state. I'm horri]ed at what is happening in Illinois. Gov. Pritzker [D-IL] is putting out all sorts

of mandates to get COVID vaccinations.  [NWI Times] Indiana poised to set new rules for companies with COVID-19 vaccine

requirements Nov 23, 2021  ...The legislation, currently known as Preliminary Draft 3651, mandates any Indiana business with a

COVID-19 vaccine requirement provide numerous opt-outs for all full- and part-time employees, as well as any independent

contractors who might be subject to the requirement.

Speci]cally, any employee presenting a doctor's note advising against the vaccine, a written claim that the vaccine violates the

employee's sincerely held religious beliefs, or proof of recent COVID-19 infection and recovery cannot be compelled to get the

COVID-19 vaccine, according to the legislation. The measure also permits employees to outright refuse to be vaccinated provided they

submit to weekly COVID-19 testing at the employer's expense. Companies also can require exempt employees participate in weekly

COVID-19 testing. Only unvaccinated employees who refuse to participate in weekly COVID-19 testing may be disciplined or dismissed

by their employer, according to the proposal.

At the same time, the plan speci]cally notes no Indiana employer is required to impose a COVID-19 vaccination or testing mandate, or

limited in the number of additional COVID-19 vaccination exemptions it may provide to its employees.

www.nwitimes.com/business/healthcare/indiana-poised-to-set-new-rules-f..
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The proof that Covid-19 is a lie is all around us everyday - day in and day out. The powers that be know it’s a lie! The injection is a

global bio-weapon. And they know that too. In my opinion - we need to keep rejecting their poison for as long as we can, to stay as

healthy as possible. Who knows what little surprise they have waiting to use next, for those who reject the jab?
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Smallpox is their next little surprise from what I hear.  Brought to us by Bill Gates.

 www.independent.co.uk/news/science/bill-gates-smallpox-terror-attack-b..
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Lew Rockwell has published a terse rant this morning, "An Impolite Message To Those Who Got The Covid "Vaccine" by Walter Gelles:

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/an-impolite-message-to-those-who..   PS: Pardon my duplication, but I now see that

"katndognco" and "Fthenwo" posted the same info, but I can't tell "who's on ]rst" lol since the time stamps no longer exist. Oh well only

thing important is to get the word out.
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Sometimes I don't read all the comments, I just look for my favorite people, and you are one my favorites. Thanks for the

Rockwell link!
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Thankyou "Jonsie", compliments will get you everywhere. :-)
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I would recommend everyone subscribe to https://www.lewrockwell.com  and get his daily ten or so articles written by, imho,

experts in their ]eld.
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The sham PCR tests are now being used to drive the narrative that children ages 5 to 11 are riddled with covid and need to be jabbed.

They've started offering free weekly testing at the elementary schools. Just sign up your kid and each Monday they'll have

nanoparticles thrust deep into their sinus cavity. And like clockwork, they're ]nding "cases" of covid even though the kids aren't sick.

So we get these calls saying that our kids were close contacts and need to stay home for two weeks (thankfully I work from home).

And our kids stay home perfectly healthy all the while, and learn more here than they would have in school. So all around us parents

are rushing to get their kids vaxxed, and the kids are missing two, three, four days of school with fever and other symptoms, and the

parents rejoice because it means their kids had a strong immune response to the depop clot shot so they must be developing robust

immunity. Huzzah! Stooooopid fekkers.
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Yes, Good_Hands, the siege that is being carried out against children is terrible. We know that Covid for children is not serious,

except for very serious pathologies. We know that vaccinated people transmit Covid like unvaccinated people. So what is the

reason for vaccinating children? The same reason to vaccinate the entire population: the economic bene]ts and the submission

to the globalist elites that mark the course of the Great Reset, THE UNITY PROJECT — CONCERNED PARENTS COORDINATE

OPPOSITION TO CALIFORNIA’S K-12 COVID VACCINE MANDATE PLAN

A coalition of concerned parents, business leaders, teachers and other professionals throughout California have founded The

Unity Project in opposition to California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s plan to impose a COVID-19 vaccine mandate on the state’s K-12

students once the U.S. Food and Drug Administration fully authorizes vaccines for this age group.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/the-unity-project-california-gavin..  (11/15/21)
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Gui, the Unity Project looks wonderful, and RFKjr is doing fabulous things. It's always heartwarming to see large groups of red

pill people standing up for their freedoms even in the bluest states. I really hope there are enough of us here when mandates

come our way.
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Here it is         mailchi.mp/.../help-us-]x-the-5g-mistake
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Now  why do you parents send your children to school knowing that their school is like a MICROWAVE oven inside???  don't

beleive me??  walk in any public school with a Radio Frequency meter and check it for yourself....I have one  a  'Electrosmog

meter model ED78s  by  Cornet"  its a handy RF detector   ...fairly accurate....nice display. ..I have used it  in  public buildings and

stores and even new cars and trucks and buses  and schools  .....in new cars its on RED Line...man  new cars and trucks are a

Microwave on wheels .....man all the radiation from all the safety crap..its scary ......take one when you go buy a new car.....you

will be amazed...and schools.....unbelievable!!!!!

Brand new schools and they are RED LINE from the front door to the back doors  ........a new school cost taxpayers   7 million$$

+++++and you kids sit in this being radiated with 5G????  and you wonder whay you kids  are tired when they get home ......from

 being cooked maybe. Dont beleive me...?? get off your wallet and buy an RF Meter and go check for yourself....this Cornet

smogmeter cost about $100<...and you will use it when you buy a car or you house of apartment...read the instructions and go

heree to see how to use a meter... http://electrosmog.org/   https://radmeters.com/RF-  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VehHCPgmIfw?v=7MomUX82yGcmeters-detect..   https://emfcenter.com/  

how-to-test-for-emfs/          https://emfcenter.com/    This is a few.and thare are more from all over...
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These newer cars with all their nifty electronics have major issues. They became so di\cult to wire that the industry went

wireless. Most of the wiring in these cars today are just the main power source. They've eliminated most of the harness wires

that the switches in the steering wheel and door controls turned on/off. Those switch/control wires were replaced with

communication modules (RF). So you are literally sitting inside a microwave oven when you drive a new car. Im making plans on

getting an older 80's/90's car, ripping everything out of it from the factory, and custom building the car inside and out. It will not

have any stereo or other digital devices inside.
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mrrobb,  thanks for all the info about the emf's.  really appreciate it
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YES Arlen1........but how many people know or understand the real power of EMF or RFPoisoning??   Most medical people have

no idea or reason to  wonder or even care about Radio  frequencies being shot thru them..or even care!!!!! RF Radiation is

everywhere..and its all man made...and the facts of the matter is it kills people...and nobody cares..... And when confronted

..........people just smirk and think you are nutty......seems NO ONE gives a damn  ....LOL.... Or they shrug and dismiss  everything

you have wasted your time telling them.... But I know~~~  and a few  also KNOW.....and the NEW World Odour KNOWS....
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And if peopel doubt what I am informing you to...spend a few $$  and buy a RF Meter......and walk around and see how wrong Im

NOT!!! walk in your house  walk by your smartmeter...walk with it in the car you just bought for $100,000 and see  how much you

paid to get cooked..............ROFLMAO.......walk around your town/city..walk by a Cell phone tower and your meter will go

nuts........walk in a Public Building and see how much your being cooked..... Interesting to note./your Microwave Oven boils

water by the RF inside you microwave.and it operated and about 2.45 gigahertz  , its a radio frequency most with RF power of

 about 1000 watts  but its the frequency of 2.45 GHz.....same frequency as your WiFi..radiating in your house .......humm.....very

near the same frequency most cell phone operate at.....and them cell phone towers and they work with some over a million

watts..........HUMMMMMMM....
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The restructuring of WHO under Dr Margaret Chan (China) has turned it into the perfect vehicle for global control with a strong and

compulsory  IGO (InterGovernmental Organisation) legal framework. Using "health emergencies", they can, as we clearly see in the

case of COVID-19, take control and interfere in practically all aspects of how we live our lives. Even if there exists (on paper) an option

for Governments to opt-out from such interference, it seems as most play along. It seems like any leader who declines an offer for

increased control, is still to emerge.

Sweden (my home country) was an exemption regarding lock-downs and mask mandates (because of the built-in gullibility among and

almost 100% media control over the Swedish population, that anyhow made people follow the "recommendations"). But now, all the

parties in our Parliament (Riksdag) are supporting the introduction of "vaccine passports" from December 1st.. This report describes

well how WHO exert their global control. It is made on behalf of OECD, and, therefore, fails to point out the democracy risks with such

control. (as well described in the article above). www.oecd.org/.../WHO_Full-Report.pdf
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Disappointing.  But then again, with all that media publicity that "we" are the outliers, they'll hold their passports proud as

peacocks because 'they did their part' to save the world.  If only 'they' knew.
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Yes, gorano, documentary ]lmmaker Lilian Franck has launched a new exhibition revealing the WHO, Bill Gates, and the global

outbreak of corruption known as "public health." Entitled, "TrustWHO," the ]lm exposes Gates and other globalist actors running

WHO policy with their ill-gotten wealth.The ]lm also exposes the WHO's strong loyalty to China, which is why the bogus public

health agency helped cover up the lies of the communist regime about the true origin of the Chinese virus.

The WHO's story clearly illustrates its loyalty to Big Pharma and other industries, including downplaying the health effects

caused by the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster and collaborating with the opioid giant Purdue. Gates was largely responsible

for the bogus “swine Lu” scam that was pushed back in 2009. He also, of course, played a major role in unleashing the Wuhan

plandemic coronavirus in the world, which has generated untold thousands of dollars. in new pro]ts for Big Pharma.

Bill Gates remains the main funder and contributes more to the WHO biennial budget than any government in a member state.

As revealed in one in "Vax-Unvax," the book by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., "Gates has used his money strategically to infect

international aid agencies with his sel]sh priorities. The United States has historically been the largest donor. direct from WHO

". This link is very complete- www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/new-documentary-on-who-exposes-widespread..
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Gorano, Lovestosing, I believe people will wake up as many more suffer serious side effects and even deaths from the jab. It is

only so tragic, but may be what happens before people wake up. And they will. Pain and suffering are the ]rst ways that people

awaken. We don't wish it on anybody, that is for sure, but we also can't prevent what other people will choose for themselves. we

can say our piece, but in the end others make their own choices. I foresee a pendulum swing. First, it is as it is now, blind belief.

Then, the awakening period.

Media blackout or not, people will talk. Finally, there will be a seachange and I can foresee people defecting from BigPHarma to

natural medicine. The side effects and deaths will be enough for people to change course and who they believe, and what they

believe in. And at last, the words "Question Authority" will begin to ring home where others have touted that one must listen to

authority and not question. Blindness and unquestioning makes the whole world deaf, dumb and blind. This will not continue

forever because, speci]cally of the alas, deep pain and suffering which we absolutely wish on Nobody!!! The system is going to

correct itself, I predict it. This is not just "positive thinking" but is based on life observation, a faith in this mechanism at work.

God  bless you all, and us all.
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How is it that the general public is so tolerant of so many lies?  My threshold is healthy skepticism even without a lie and my threshold

for lies is just one lie and then all trust is lost.
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Pfft, you ask the same question I do.  I think it has to do with 24/7 news watching... they've been fed the narratives and also that

'we' are the enemy.  But at least you're open to listening.  I have not been able to penetrate those who turn a deaf ear to this -

they don't want to hear word one of the truth.  It's positively scary to me that people want to hold onto this.  When this whole

thing ]rst began, I was like, "No."  And people were telling me of the glass lung phenomena and I got to thinking - holy crap -

then NY happened - then Northen Italy happened, then Germany shut her gates because of what was happening in Northern

Italy ... so here we are, still digging -

Dr. Lee Merritt mentions the original release of the bioweapon, then the expected ]zzle and then the faulty PCR tests and

mutations (weekend) so the majority would handle it like the Lu - and then we have the AMAZING remdesivir/ventilator

practices killing off many more - but no one seems to be able to put two and two together that that was a very BAD idea.  Thank

God for Dr. Ardis to seriously come forward discussing the very bad therapies hospitals are practicing under Fauci's watch.   ...

the whole thing seems ridiculous!
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Everyone has been wondering why the government has lost its ever loving mind when it comes to this stupid Jab.

Lotto ticket, free beer, free food they will do anything and everything to try to get every person in the world jabbed and have them take

booster after booster.

Well it’s been leaked and paperwork is now out that ]nally reveals why the push. Our government owns half of this vaccine.

That’s why they are pushing it like they are but I guess that’s not a conLict of interest.

I watched  2 hour special that just came out on Blayze TV.

They were able to get their hands on all the patent paperwork and were able to get paperwork the vaccine companies and their

ownership of the vaccines and what do you know. The US owns half of the mRNA vaccine.
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One doesn't need to catch covid, or have a jab to feel really SICK about what is transpiring
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rumble.com/vpp91c-the-stew-peters-show-november-23-2021-dr.-david-mart..  

David Martin shows how to stop Fauci etc..
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Cyber Polygon - it's coming - be prepared

www.youtube.com/watch

covid-unmasked.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CyberPolygon_Transcript_..
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It''s all "group think." It happen with AIDS, Swine Flu AND the Spanish Flu. When we rely on some human authority and not our

experience, we are handing over our free will to someone else that doesn't give a damn about us, humanity or life. The 10

commandments are the best guide to living in harmony on this planet. Straying from any one of them hurts us more individually than

anything else.
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HOTFatcts...........>>  SMART OCEAN: IMPACTS OF TECHNOLOGY ON MARINE LIFE "The technology revolution has now expanded to

the ocean in the form of the Internet of Underwater Things (IoUT), aka a Smart Ocean. Plans are underway for the ocean to become an

integral part of a worldwide network of “smart” interconnected infrastructure and objects that will complement satellites in the skies,

and 4G/5G cell towers and satellite dishes on land. Money is being poured into research and development of new applications and

infrastructure to enable seamless connectivity throughout the ocean, Earth, and heavens.

Commercial interests and the armed forces view an internet-connected ocean as essential for their operations. But the impacts on

marine life are not being considered. In addition to the noise, pollution, and debris from an ocean bustling with anthropogenic

activities, the Internet of Underwater Things will rely primarily on sonar which for decades has been known to adversely impact whales

and other marine animals. Recently, scientists have discovered the role that whales play in ocean ecology and how they help mitigate

climate change." stop5ginternational.org/smart-ocean-impacts-of-technology-on-marine-li..
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Ahh......... The 'RED Flags'  were advertised  weeks BEFORE this CovidBouncingBall was tossed out for the Public to consume.and like

 a Rapid-Dog the earths NewsMedias were Right there......HYPING this scam...with FrontPage "news".."NewsFlash"  .all the networks

were all over this like 'Stink on Sh!t'  Rubbing the Brain-dead Public with this garbage,,,,Rubbing Your Nose in it.  ..... the SCAMMING

Governments were 'Riding the train"  too........the Medical Scammer were next....and BillieGates......they took it 'Hook,line,n sinker"..

The Next BouncingBall to be tossed out for billions to Gobble Up' was  da "Vaccine Scam"""  billions of lied to people Rolled up da

sleeves'to the Toxic experiment.... How Gullible !!!!  How Fickle.....utterly IGNORANT !!  Proving how  effective water Fluoridation is and

how really effective TV and 'Da News"  can be  , along with internet trash'talking  like  yahoo and google spewing out unlimited endless

 supply of lies and twisted 'facts'...

Yes Bill Gates and Sorus and the Rest of WEF and Royalities andPope & on and on.........Yes!~~ 2/3 of overly populated Earth 'Drank Da

Tea'...  but now ya have  1/3 yet  to TRY and eliminate... AND This is where  5G  starts to Cull the Earth.. 5G also known as Directed

Energy Weapons will eradicate every thing living..including Humans  , most the animals ...no cattle no real milk..no real meat...Oh  But

there is that arti]cial meat.....maded out of GMOed  Soy and more puke...and soy milk (garf)  

...OH....I forgot most will be DOA.. But Arti]cial Intelligence will be around to keep company...of course with nothing alive no real

food...no birds  chirping......but you elite can created fake bird sounds and maybe fake birds  of interest.you might watch the Original

StarTrek Series  and see how parallel  we really are what was broadcast in the 1960s...  list of episodes herw

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Star_Trek:_The_Original_Series_episodes
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there  79 episodes  and much is parallel to today's world  ....with out the space ship ...but each episode could be realated to

stuff going on here  and into the future and back in the past......and its out and 'In your face'   even the computer run uss

enterprize and M5  (5G")???
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all, this is serious..www.bitchute.com/.../xAlUSbxYjO9y ....are  our politicians just another 'Cult' dis-information  psy-op against the

people. Holy Mosely...let me try again   www.bitchute.com/.../xAlUSbxYjO9y
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herbaltops
Joined On 1/29/2021 9:52:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How come that after that it is now more than one vaccine? in some places it is four booster shots, just why are people not demanding

a stop.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to this video, in Slovenia, it is claimed that there are 3 different COVID vaccine vials, labeled "1," "2" and "3." The head nurse

at the country's leading medical center went on TV and said she witnessed that when politicians and tycoons went in for their

vaccinations, they were injected with the contents of vial 1, which is a saline placebo. This is at or about the 46-48 minute mark of the

video. She said that vial 2 contains the "classic" RNA dose, and vial 3 contains a viral substance that promotes cancer (she

subsequently resigned).

Also in this video, a prominent Croatian doctor explains that, unlike in previous times, American, UK and other children in western

countries are being used as experimental subjects for the COVID "vaccines." What she says is signi]cant because, while we know this

to be true, no one is admitting it in plain words. In regard to the contents of the vaccine vials, the saline placebo is probably what

prominent Americans, such as Biden and Gavin Newsom, received when they posed while getting their shots. This could explain why

most of them appear to be in good health after "vaccination."

21stcenturywire.com/2021/11/24/ukc-news-aussie-internment-camps-peer-r..
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The interviewer is Reiner Fuellmich in the video on this page
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wodarg speaks to what is merely a microcosm of just how dystopian, diabolical, satanic, sadistic & cruel all of these scum are who

make up the WHO & other NOG's like the UN, GAVI, ICL, WEF, BG, TLC, WB, IMF, BIS, NATO, MSM, "intelligence" & nefarious

"philanthropic" organizations, et al, & within the ranks of all government, justice departments, the BAR Society, big tech & big

corporations. The main driving force behind all of this nefarious activity is rooted in human tra\cking, pedophilia, rampant child sex

exploitation, child sacri]ce & the drug trade, involving Royalty, the Vatican & international banking cartel all controlled by the head of

the snake, the horri]c Sabbatean Frankist death cult.

In just looking at the WHO, how much more facts do people need to "get it"? Here's a brief list of some of the facts implicating this very

nefarious organization: 1) setup & funded by the Rockefeller's & Carnegie's.  2) executes their eugenics agenda under the auspices of

"equality" & "for the greater good for all".  3) most inLuential members/leaders of the executive have histories of being connected to

death & destruction, communism, fascism, feudalism.  4) have been given "authority" by a minimum of 173 countries to direct &

control those countries health directives on a global scale. All countries rewrote their Health Acts in 1994/95 to accommodate this

shift of power.

5) are heavily funded by big pharma, Gates, Rockefeller's, Carnegie's, China, World Bank, et al.  6) have quietly changed the de]nition &

meaning of words such as "pandemic" (early 2009), "cases" (early 2020), "herd immunity" (Oct 2020), & "vaccines" (Aug 2021) to

accommodate the "vaccines" as the only savior narrative.  7) WHO was facing major ]nancial challenges when Trump pulled USA

funding.  8) WHO involved for years in numerous illegal infertility & eugenics vax programs with Gates.  9) WHO executive, diplomats

have diplomatic immunity & have given themselves exemptions from vaccinations.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wednesday, November 24, 2021:  CBC Radio 1 - 27,000 parents have signed their children up for "The Vaccination" in Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada.  An ad for the rest of the country?  (When I published this the ]rst time I made a mistake and typed 2,700 parents, but it's

27,000.  I apologize.  This sort of thing gives me a shock reaction).   Ottawa, nation's capital, population:  934,243 in 2021. This is one

of the most heinous events - on the part of cooperative/coerced parents that I have ever heard of in my entire life.  Injuring and killing

children with Polio shots in England doesn't come close.  However, the other consideration is, would this be saline shots to win back

affection for the criminal producers of the "vaccines"/bioweapons?   Old propaganda here:   www.cbc.ca/.../1921513027654
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Pharma has joined the arms industry in it murderous pursuit...no ethics, no morals,  no compassion, no love, no

decency...Absolutely nothing one can thank or praise them for. So very sad. But it will end, the light is weeding out the darkness.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the many things I'm thankful for this Thanksgiving is Dr. Mercola and colleagues who bring to light the most important issues

of life while lamestream media buries its head in the sand. I believe you will be documented in history as a valiant warrior for freedom

as heroes of the past have been.  Thank you!
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An insightful perspective on the psychology behind people accepting the narrative to also watch — helps explain the mass delusional

psychosis which Dr. M has been reporting on.  Reiner Fuellmich interviews psychologist Meredith Miller.  Apologies if anyone has

already posted this and I missed it.  Miller is a trauma coach, her work involves teaching mindset and tools to help abuse victims

recover.  Explains the individual in relationship suffering abuse and says that the systems of society at large demonstrate same

patterns.  

She goes deeper into the idea of trying to convince people who are experiencing the cognitive dissonance; the mental conLicts and

denial that ensue.  That presenting su\cient amounts of truth and information is not enough to create awareness in the abused.

 Rendered into that state, they don’t have access to their neocortex.  Plus SO many more interesting ideas.  On Fuellmich’s channel

(Corona Investigative Committee) here, session 78, New Paths out of Trauma, this particular interview starts around 2:04:40; the rest

of their session looks worth checking out too: odysee.com/.../Session-78-en:6
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Campbell shows strong data on Vit D3 power to protect all against diseases.. of course K2 and Magnesium  are also a Must

www.youtube.com/watch
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smallpox 31st December 2021? Gates 2016 warning? Davos? Merck? 15 vials found in Merck lab? TPoxx delivered to Biden's

government September? December 31st, 2008 Swine Flu? December 31st, 2019 Covid?

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-24-american-government-unleash-angel-death..   This is getting beyond a joke. Namaste.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gnashing of teeth we heard about .......
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JERSEYTONY
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Robert F Kennedy Jr's interview on Italian news media tells it all! www.youtube.com/watch   Every country should hear this GREAT

American hero!
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM
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Total scamdemic!
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picture111
Joined On 10/5/2021 7:44:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

China and WIV are victims, victims ONLY. They do NOT know what the U.S. is up to!  NO country is that STUPID, to knowingly engage in

such Dangerous bioweapon research in the middle of the downtown with >10 million Population!  Chinese leadership who approved

this kind of so called research with the U.S. had NO idea what these were all about! Anyone complaining about China for Covid is really

blaming a wrong party。 and Just wait, sooner or later, the U.S. demons will launch another bioweapon attack, and this time for sure

will NO China's facility will be involved.

Go read the Credential of Ralph Baric.  The U.S. DARPA and Ralph Baric have been engaging in Synthetic Coronaviruses as Bioweapon

research since 2005!!  That is 14 years ago! Ralph Baric CV

media-speaker]le-pre.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/cc4e5e5d442320c20c7f7..   Page 28,  57. "57. Synthetic Coronaviruses.

 Biohacking: Biological Warfare Enabling Technologies, June 2005.  Washington, DC.  DARPA/MITRE sponsored event. Invited Speaker

"
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do think this is an interesting take on the Wuhan involvement given Fauci moved the Gain of Function research there. But

perhaps we should also view this against the China/Russia axis which is emerging and the background potential of war with

them Lexing their technological and nuclear muscles. (It feels likeTolkein's "end of all time" time at times!) It is a very scary

time, but inevitable. We can but hold steady in our conviction for good and hope, and keep our faith whilst the lights go out all

over the world. Values of truth, integrity and courage have never been more important to out physical and mental survival.

Namaste.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I may have found a treatment or cure for Covid that was ]rst discovered a long time ago from the Three Stooges. Eye poking. No

kidding! www.yahoo.com/news/south-korea-reports-daily-record-014054638.html  Has that pastor never heard of the vaccine that

cures everything but Covid? The world's gone Mad. Eye poking. Give me a break!!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although it's good to see someone of Dr. Wardogs caliber ]nally acknowledging this, it's been long known that the WHO was up to no

good.  Lest we forget, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has been the largest private contributor to the WHO for many years.  That

alone should send up red Lags about the WHO. secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-gospel-according-to-bill-gates
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blitzie
Joined On 3/12/2007 11:31:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This makes it crystal clear, and this man's insight should be above reproach.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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People today are indeed brain damaged, and this excerpt from Pink Floyd's "Brain Damage" (Dark Side of the moon")  Is the rule today.

".......The lunatic is in the hall..... The lunatics are in my hall The T.V  holds their folded faces to the Loor And every day the MEDIA

brings more (edited from the original lyric) And if the dam breaks open many years too soon And if there is no room upon the hill And if

your head explodes with dark forebodings too I'll see you on the dark side of the moon..... The lunatic is in my head The lunatic is in

my head You raise the blade, you make the change You re-arrange me 'til I'm sane......." Pink Floyd - right then and right now ....How

apropos
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Turning and turning in the widening gyre    The falcon cannot hear the falconer; Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; Mere

anarchy is loosed upon the world, The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere    The ceremony of innocence is drowned;

The best lack all conviction, while the worst    Are full of passionate intensity." W.B.Yeats.  The Second Coming. Innocents: the

children, The best all lack conviction: we are not being heard The worst are full of passionate intensity: the vaxxed sheep bleat

louder than the goats. Read the rest and think about December. We must keep going. Namaste.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, maybe I understand... "you will own nothing and be happy.."  Yes!  If half the world population is gone and empty houses surround

me - then I will have to move to a central location because they will turn off my heat, water, electricity where I live... I guess the thought

is that I will be happy because I am alive... I doubt it.
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suz7443
Joined On 4/28/2021 12:57:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I honestly don't believe that they're taking good care of people if they come in ER unVA XX ed. I know ibuprofen was calling was

causing bronchial spasms. Every time I go into the emergency room they try to overdose me on Tylenol and antibiotics and they falsely

claim that I'm a drinker when I never could drink my whole life because I've had liver problems
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dalewhale
Joined On 2/28/2011 6:12:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Suz7443  I suggest you stay away from the ER,    It's not a good place to visit.  it's bad for your health and down=right

dangerous.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God for the few people brave enough to speak out against the propaganda.
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suz7443
Joined On 4/28/2021 12:57:58 PM
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Why were doctors so resistant to Semmelweis's ideas? Semmelweis was not a son of the soil in Vienna, he was an unappreciated

Hungarian doctor from Budapest. ... Doctors somehow could not accept the fact that they themselves were responsible for death of

their patients. He was met with resistance from his own colleagues.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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I ]nd that all the evidence is circumstantial. And yes, vulnerable people are dying. What are they dying from? Because one thing it has

to be is something with parallel symptoms to what is now labeled COVID-19. So what is the difference between COVID-19 and the

recent Lu epidemic labeled type one with respiratory symptoms? Before 2019, that was treated as Lu with one or two drugs that were

effective. I clearly remember the quacks putting 26 people in one room at a local hospital while they waited to treat them. If you did

not have the bug before this, all that coughing in a room most likely gave it to you while you were there. Do those same "doctors" still

bleed people to treat them as was done in the 18th century? Would not be surprised.

I ]nd that "modern" medicine is all about money. And hospitals are getting desperate to get paid. Such as switching money from paid

bills to older unpaid bills that is de]nitely on a credit card as a co-payment as part of Medicare Advanced. Such as working against the

patient on bills older than two years to get the bill reinstated. The ]nance industry has been doing this for a good number of years to

anyone caught in the middle class. While it lets the bankrupt lower population income people to get away with paying next to nothing.

COVID is likely real enough.

The treatment programs however go to whatever pays doctors the most money. And three weeks on a ventilator is worth about

150,000 per case. Of which the middle class pays 20%. Even with a secondary insurance program, with a deductable of 6,000 they only

cover 80% leaving the patient to cover 20% of what is left. That all adds up to a huge bill something close to what one would pay for a

cheap new car.  Most people leave the hospital in an ambulance to recover in a nursing home full of sick people. So if the hospital

doesn't kill you, there is a chance the nursing home will. The ambulance is a rip off. It likely has little or no shocks. Out of space.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Japanese miracle that the Criminal media does NOT want anyone to know  www.youtube.com/watch
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was a report that 2 pregnant women in the U.K.developed sepsis and died after having C-section. They had herpes simplex virus

type 1, but were treated for bacterial infection.  It is unheard of anyone ever dying from herpes simplex. My question is: Were they

vaccinated? If so, this would be the proof that vaccinated body immune system goes haywire,  unable to ]ght simple harmless

infections or going into an overdrive.
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gh5nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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Fear, maybe it keeps some on their toe’s. It keeps some under the bed or in the closet. I feel it keeps me wondering, wondering about

“lot’s” or serialized batches of the genocide. But feeling that wonder, makes me wonder about medical professional’s who partook in

this massive humanitarian crime. It makes me wonder about the rush to gather all medical record's into that centralized public

corruption tool database. Looking at the database for the individual in front of me … humm, lets see lot E to rid the system of a drain,

no more SS, no mire medicare, just no more, the assets will be distributed and taxed … ok lets proceed. Of course I get a kick back for

doing my fair share. … Ah, life is good.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM
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The What Health Organization is just a cover for 'population control', a term that is more pleasant to say than mass-murder and helps

it's supporters ignore the destructive nature of their actions. The establishment has a total disregard for the sanctity of life and

teaches OUR youth that people are the root cause of world issues and are expendable. This learned view, kids are not naturally born

with, you have to pay for a higher education to become this demented. The establishment is the root cause of all things warming,

polluted, poisoned, short in supply of, etc... they use these issues (tools) THAT THEY CREATE to use as supporting evidence for their

illogical agendas. People fall for it, who has the time to keep an eye on all these psychos?
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM
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ROCKWELL Message www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/an-impolite-message-to-those-who..
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM
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What happened in 2020 was simply that the Lu was re-branded and repurposed- the term Covid-19 was invented to turn the seasonal

virus into the equivalent of the mythical “Al-Qaeda” meaning to terrorize the population with the false construct of a boogeyman. This

was done as the Western economies were in total free fall in late 2019 and the plan to digitize the economies of The West had to be

rushed through lest the collapse be seen for what it was- the by-product of decades of Ponzi schemes by the Wall St. parasites and

their allies.

The Virus™ is superLuous, just like the Swine Flu scamdemic of 2009. All they needed to do was create the perception of a

pandemic/mass panic with staged Hollywood productions, doomsday models, and the fraudulent PCR test to manufacture the

cases/falsely attributed as “Covid deaths.” Covid-19 deaths follow the same age/risk strati]cation and seasonal curve of

Lu/pneumonia at the same time that Lu inexplicably vanished from the face of the earth while all pneumonia deaths were suddenly

called “Covid” using mass death certi]cation fraud.

Without the fear-mongering propaganda campaign no one would’ve noticed anything unusual about the last two Lu seasons because

there was nothing unusual, except for the criminal, murderous, and utterly unscienti]c lockdown policies in response to the non-

existent threat. The only “bio-weapons” to be worried about are the poisonous injections that have already been plunged into the

bloodstream of millions of people, maiming and murdering countless thousands, including perfectly healthy people who face no risk

from The Virus™ and now kids have been placed in the cross hairs of Operation Covidius.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Max...makes sense since Flu magically disappeared. I had sheep telling me it was the masking that eradicating the Lu. Serious

serious delusional mass psychosis going on for certain
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Maxwell53
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The Covid fable of 2020 was and is a nasty lie- all of it from top to bottom. All of the exaggerated and repeated fear-based messages

from the media and government agencies this past year were just part of the advertising campaign for the pharmaceutical industry’s

newest lucrative product- mRNA “vaccines” which they plan to roll out as new medical “miracle cures” for a variety of “ailments”, e.g.

new line of “cancer vaccines.” Every single one of the media bullhorns that were blasting the Covid ]ction for the past year have direct

]nancial ties to Pharma Inc. It’s not exactly accurate to say Pharma uses its power to inLuence the news- more to the point it is

Pharma that writes the script. Pharma and it’s investors own “the news” and you will speak the Pharma gospel if you wish to maintain

your position of privilege- it goes without saying.

And when we speak about Pharma this cannot be separated out from the investor class who rakes in oceans of taxpayer wealth

through numerous Pandemic Ponzi Schemes with Pharma as it’s “offering” and its Trojan Horse. Covid-19 is a business plan not a

medical situation. Now more than ever it’s important to understand the economics of vaccines. Traditional systems of vaccine

procurement and distribution are rapidly giving way to vast public–private supply chains. Despite annual revenues approaching US$1

trillion, the industry has been unable to reverse a declining rate of pro]t and ]nds itself in a perpetual state of crisis. In Fall/Winter of

2019 all stocks of Big Pharma companies were in steep decline. This changed dramatically in Spring 2020 as we know.  The

experimental gene therapy mRNA drugs are set to become the most lucrative drugs in medical history. Pharma depends on its

“blockbuster drugs” to remain pro]table and appealing to investors. It is not an exaggeration to say that without these “blockbuster

drugs” the Pharma industry implodes.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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For the love of God. How long will we be we be stuck in "we now have proof" mode or studies show or whistleblower says blah blah

blah. Where is the Accountability? The # 1 crisis we face is the absolute lack of IT on every level of society. Why would any of this end

if the very individuals and entities we already know are responsible continue their corruption and crimes against humanity? Will we be

reading this same story saying "we now have proof" 2, 5 10 25 years from now?
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reading this same story saying "we now have proof" 2, 5 10 25 years from now?
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If millions die - there is hope it will end.  Something to look forward to ~ eh?  ):
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For anyone interested, Planet Lockdown is releasing their movie 20 Dec 2021. Check their website for more details.
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An Impolite message to those who got the JAB www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/an-impolite-message-to-those-who..
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Are there any legitimate, knowledgeable healthcare providers following/trolling Dr. Mercola’s website that can explain and support

masks, lockdowns, experimental gene therapy vs proper nutrition, supplements, exercise, stress reduction, adequate sleep,

prayer/meditation, etc… I really ]nd it hard to believe that anyone with any knowledge of human anatomy and physiology could come

to the conclusion that allopathic medicine leads to true health.
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Just follow the money.
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The robotic brain dead are being utilized, labeled military; but these are not true military, they are hired thugs. The country has become

a cesspool rather than a civilized nation. www.brighteon.com/78eff189-7082-4ab4-b924-f9d5af2a9af0
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I believe the FDA, big pharma, and WHO have being pushing poison (drugs) and made up pandemics on us way before Covid 19 ever

was thought of. I believe population control by genocide is the main theme here which means there's no respect for human life.
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yep......another BIG LIE....like I posted  almost 2 years ago right here.......BUT 5G is NOT a lie and its what the military call

DEW...directed Energy Weapon.....and its coming from them  'cell phone towers' and the mini radiation units on streetlight pole and

chimneys and buildings...and they can radiate on 2.45 gigahertz and many more open frequencies at amazing powers ,,,,Oh.by the way

2.45 gigahertz is the same frequency as you microwave oven cooks  food at...and it can cook you or you kids and pets even you ]sh  

& even your ]sh dinner....

check out Directed energy weapons .dod.   and do ypu own search ...hell it can COOK YOU TOO....maybe  ]nd out for yourself  ...its not

a secret.....many nations of the world  have been experimenting with RFPoisoning since the early 1900s  ...RF Radiation on humans

 and its effects.....Radio Frequency radiation on the humen brain...was used in Electro Shock therapy..killed a number of patients....EST

was used inthe Movie 'One Lew over the coo coos nest"

Now its used  disguised as 3G, 4G , 5G...eradicates  most insect life..much of the bid population.....killed most bees  and with 98% the

insects  gone  so are the birds and bats and the animals that lived in insects  .....killed off much the smaller animals ....feline cancer is

off the scale ....mostly from 4G....and with 5G...humans are the next life form to get eradicated... along with your kids and family and

pets and cattle and when the cattle are gone so is milk. butter and ice cream.so there goes the meat..so  now  see Gates  Fake

meat....GAG...and chemical milk and fake chicken ...of course  there will be a lot less people to eat meats...I ]gure  2/3 of earths

population  won't see 2025... that about 5,879,367,417 DOA  by 2025 marchaprox  And I assume my calculations  are within .001%

accurate. From up high on  MyMountain overlooking  the area  below....and it was a excellent day outside..Sun shining...so I sat in the

Sun for a hour or two..watching  my geese..
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mailchi.mp/.../help-us-]x-the-5g-mistake
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Cooking … as the story was told in 1968 at radar repair school, in the military, a technician had tried to ]re up a unit; but it was

not doing it’s thing. Upon investigation the technician discovered that a birds nest  had been built in the microwave chamber.

Poor guy did not shut off the unit; but rather reached in and removed the nest. The microwave did it’s thing and upon autopsy, it

was found that his brain had been cooked, thus came microwave ovens. So the lesson was to respect the danger and shut down

the unit before trying to diagnose and repair.
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gh]nn.........yes  yes yes....I has a radio class years ago....and missed one evening of that class....the rest of that class when

thru a TV station transmitter  building.....the TV station was operation on channel 41 ....632-638 MHz.......so  they walked thru a

wave guide  just to experience the'bugs crawling'  effects....and I seen them in the next class...they were all telling about the

effects and how weird it was.... That was  about 40 years ago...and I am 75 and the only one still alive from that class...the

youngest was 38 and he died about 10 years after that class.   I learned when I was 10 that as I was playing with a home made

crystal radio that I made from a razor blade and a germanium crystal and a old telephone receiver ear piece and got a spark

 and static and a few more sparks..... that  RF is real and live juice from nothing but a radio station miles away  .....and read

more.....and got into the Radio world in the 1950s.......SWL ...Licensed  amateur radio, Ham....for

decades..yadayadayadayada........
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rumble.com/vpl9u3-sweden-reviewed-reiner-fuellmich-is-interviewed-by-u..
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www.youtube.com/watch
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I hate restaurants and crowded entertainment events are a complete bore and the most ass hole thing you can do right now is Ly

anywhere and I work for myself so f*** you! Is this the attitude you intended to strike in people because all of a sudden you are oh so

concerned about every last person on Earth getting their "free",  little Boostie-Woostie so that they are safe and nestled and warm and

protected against the ever-lurking and evil Caronee Virus!

But what if you have a serious health problem that could be helped by Western medicine? Then you are on your own Buster, unless you

have really, really good insurance, but even then ... But the difference here is we are in the middle of a real pandemic and also it would

be good for the economy if, uh, everybody knew that every single other person was vaccinated and then we could all feel safe and free

and happy again! But in the meantime I think we should, uh, lock up all the healthy people. Don't worry we have their addresses so

when the vaccinated want to take a break from their orgies they can stand outside and throw rocks at their houses!
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Let's see if you publish this!  Very very scary!! Woldgang Wodarg is a socialist politician/doctor. His dissertation was on mental

illness--NOT epidemiology.  In the '80's in Germany he was kicked out of his position as head of the Public Health Dept.  for  employing

as a doctor the medical imposter Gert Postel-- who was later identi]ed as a postman.His claims are NOT veri]able He had NO

evidence that vaccines caused infertility  Transparency International Germany distnaced itself from him and ultimately suspended

him. This is who you are using as a fact provider.  and Mercola knows all this about him--but still published his opinions.  This tells it

all--over and over!  Wake up !  Research all sources!  Never mind 'big Pharma"  making money!  Look at who else is!!
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I have one question. My husband and I took the Astra Zenica injection because he's had cancer twice and two heart attacks among

various other health issues. No one talks about the long term effects of that 'vaccine', likely because it was never approved in the US.

Does anyone know anything? I'm not afraid of dying, just curious. As well, against my advice, my two young adult children not living at

home  took the P]zer jabs largely because my sister the 'follow the science' nurse recommended it. What kind of future can they

expect? If the effectiveness of mrna shots wanes, will the body expel the spike protein? No one seems to be able to tell me this.  I'm

also looking for a north Toronto/Markham family doctor who gives a damn when a patient questions the safety of this bullshit. Any

advice?
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I downloaded a paper on ‘post treatment’; but am not sure how to link or post it here. It is suggested in the paper to give a copy

to your Dr to help in HOW TO treat. Anyone know how to place a paper in a post? It is fairly small, 2 page.
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MK3140 I don’t think anybody’s gonna be able to answer your questions about long-term effects on your kids, and by the way

I’m in the same boat as my three young adults also took the jab and I live with daily fear and anxiety for them, no one can

assuredly answer you because there have been no long-term studies. All we can do as parents of these young headstrong kids

is encourage quercetin and zinc and increasing their vitamin D3 with copious amounts of vitamin C …and just continue to

monitor symptoms of any Lu like illness and tell them you’re here for them. My daughter has listened to me about quercetin,

zinc and D3, but my two boys are not really in the mood to listen to mom and all her jabbering on :-) but I try.  I also live in

northern GTA. No doctors I’ve ever come across in Ontario are open to discussing not being jabbed.
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The Astrazenica vaccine was one of the vaccines in clinical trials in the USA, but it got shelved due to too many adverse side

effects. So it was either really bad and they thought it would cause public pushback.  OR, it was too good and that didnt meet

Fauci's and Gate's goal of depopulation. It's probably the later because the countries using it seem to be fairing better than the

ones that are using P]zer or Moderna.
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Can anyone please tell me how to save or print the marvelous posts that follow these great articles?  Thank you.
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1) make sure the "Comment" posts section is open as you would to be able to read them; 2) go to the top of the article & click on

the printer button; 3) when the printer window opens, select the option to "save as PDF"; 4) click "print"; 5) select where you want

to save the article.
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Copy and paste into word. Right click on the comment and paste into an open word document. I hope this helps.
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I do agree with all these remarks about the fact that the adoption of the PCR test and its wrongful use has created too many false

positives. Nevertheless I am still bothered with the very high death rate due to this virus infection, which was certainly not present in

the cases of annual virus occurrences. In other words, what has caused millions to die? Not only those old people with pre-existing

morbid conditions have died but many younger ones. Also many "vakcinated" people come through without any signi]cant side

effects. Are we saying that they would have done so even without that jabs? None has ever answered my questions. I am dead set

against this relentless vakcination drive, but still have many doubts. PLEASE GIVE AN ANSWER>
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the information concerning deaths and other diseases has been SUPPRESSED - Pharma controls the data by either

misrepresenting it or not allowing it to be presented {censorship} - if you have doubts about the ]ctional pandemic and claim

that some recipients remain healthy you are being premature - the "vaccine" is the etiology of the casualties as the data so

clearly describes
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FEAR - remember the shamans and the voodoo men? You can brainwash or hypnotize people into dying, and the remorseless

dissemination of fear through the media 24/7 and government policies and lockdowns all serve to compromise immune

systems.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/24/2021 1:13:36 AM
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GabriellaK
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5G was turned on in Wuhan at the end of 2019.  It was turned on in the Lombardy region of Italy just before the so-called

pandemic outbreak.  It was turned on in New York and in many other places.  5G kills.  It also weakens the immune system.

 However, the Italians revised the death count to something around 4,000.  Not an epidemic.  If you have wi-] at home turn it off

and use a cable to connect the computer to the router.  And make sure your vitamin C and D levels are high.  Spend time in the

sun and walk barefoot on the ground.  Turn off the television or better still get rid of it.  Stop listening to news from mainstream

stations.  Tell everyone that you are afraid, very afraid, but not of the "virus", but of the loss of democracy and the rise of

totalitarianism.  As for those vakcinated people who do not have side effects, just wait.  Dr. Sherry Tenpenny, Judy Mikovits, Dr.

Mccullough, David Martin, and so many other experts warn the future looks bleak for them.  You will thank yourself for avoiding

the jabs.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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So this thing, according to Dr. Lee Merritt, US Naval surgeon, did say there was a release of a bioweapon - and as bioweapons

go- they ]zzle.  But the original release is what was really bad and knocked out a lot of people to start the fear of a very bad

pandemic.  Right? I have a theory. In Northern Italy, the campaign to get the Quad FluMist (or shot, whichever) was so strong, it

bordered on bullying.

Well - that same shot killed my cousin in Vegas 10/19. Then look at all the senior living places, they require annual Lu shots,

probably offer a plethora of others as well (my lovely aunt got the pneumonia one and then got pneumonia) Auntie never took

Lu shots until she was in a senior living place - within ]ve years she had leukemia and Alzheimer's.. not saying they're related,

but her swift death reinforced my opinion of all this injection crap!

Also - something else I've been saying since day one - THEIR THERAPIES ARE WRONG!  My husband's co-worked (obese, daily

fast-food eater) also father of 5 and only 45yo - got covid, was put on remdesivir - week one - by week two - sepsis - by week

three -kidneys shut down - he died.  As soon as we got the word of sepsis, I knew his liver was shot by the remdesivir.  That's

one death - now I look at the man who got the shot and died two days later (lived up the street), the neighbor of my friend who

dropped dead in her driveway - healthy woman, got the shot, not ]ghting anything - dropped dead.

The pastor/policeman nearing retirement got the shot - stroked, is now paralyzed.  The 19 yo student nurse who was in great

health, the university required 2 shots and booster for the nursing program - she now has to have surgery for what it did to her

insides. It's horri]c! I can't even. Our infectious disease nurse (in my women's group) started with migraines from the shot - now

has admitted to 'other' problems which tell her she's had a 'vaccine reaction' and has vehemently declined the booster.   It's a

horror show.
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Salut.  It wasn't 'many younger ones' having bad covid outcomes.  The average covid victim is older than their local life

expectancy.  A researcher found only two (2) Americans died of covid under 25 years old with no obvious co-morbidity.

 Remdesivir is one reason you're looking for.  Hospitals' covid protocol is another.  There's a deadly virus on the loose!!!  You

must get tested and go to the hospital if you cough or sneeze!!!  Or if you don't cough or sneeze!!!  Most hospitals serve awful

food, no visitors for covid, wi-] radiation, cable TV, Midazolam, ventilators...
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Millions have not died due to covid ... all cause mortality rates have remained steady.  The powers-that-be have manipulated the

data/re-categorized the info to perpetuate the narrative.  Hospitals are incentivized to categorize any death due to covid if the

patient tested positive (keep in mind the tests are worthless).  The Lu has magically disappeared ... no one dies of the Lu

anymore,  since covid showed up.  Many that died in the early days of covid were due to "treatment" of the disease, not from the

disease.  The info is, and has been out there, this entire time.  One just has to think critically and observe ... it is quite obvious

and veri]able.
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navisos34, in my humble opinion, the reason so many people “come through” is because maybe (probably?) a large percentage

of the vaxinated actually get a placebo, or a watered down inoculation. Makes sense, as “they” don’t want to kill everyone off at

the same time? Apparently this theory has been borne out by a report of all deaths from vaxines in one area being down to

inoculation of the same vaccine batch number.
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navisos34 - to add to what others here have replied, here is a link to a video that only uses VAERS data to clearly prove certain

batches of the jabs are very problematic while about 80% of the batches are reporting minimal adverse reactions.  Furthermore,

if one factors in the extensive Harvard Pilgrim Study that indicated less than 1% of vaccine adverse reactions are being reported

to VAERS, then, multiplying the total of adverse reactions per batch by 100, will give you a much more accurate analysis.

brandnewtube.com/watch/variation-in-the-toxicity-of-different-covid-va..   Any way you slice & dice the vast amount of info, the

bottom line is that this entire "pandemic" is a massive fraud that is being allowed to manifest via total corruption & criminality.
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What should be very concerning to everyone is that more people supposedly died from Covid-19 in 2021 than died from it in

2020. If the vaccines are safe and effective, the death rates for 2021 should be dramatically lower than 2020's. Another oddity is

"all causes of deaths". If Covid19 is responsible for prematurely killing more than 500,000 people in 2020, causing the largest

single year increase in deaths in history, then 2021 and 2022 should see a dramatic decline in "all causes of deaths". In other

words, covid19 isn't the cause of any deaths, otherwise we would see a decline in covid19 deaths in 2021 from natural immunity

and the vaccines.

Death rates from all causes have increased in 2021. That brings up a problem solving technique called the "Five Whys". When

you research each cause of death you get an immediate answer of "covid19". You ask why. You do this over and over. You will

have to create a pyramid shaped Lowchart because each following "why" will have multiple answers and each of those different

answers will have to be separated and get their own "5 Y" diagram. When you ]nally get to the bottom of the pyramid you will

]nd all causes of deaths, including covid19, really had one cause of death: THE MEDICAL SYSTEM...... AKA: GENOCIDE!
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